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Executive summary 
 

QUICK FACTS: 
 240 entries shortlisted to 166 entries which a total of 109 were from women, and 

a further 57 were men in within 10 categories 
 Nine  women and three  men were runner up winners  
 Eight  women and Four men were overall winners 
 24 jury members and reporters which comprised of 21 women and three men 
 Launched  the fight against Gender Based Violence Hymn 
 Launched the National Gender Based Violence Platform within the Indian Ocean 

Region 

 
This report covers the first Madagascar Gender Justice and Local Government 
Summit and awards that brought together 166 participants at the International 
Conference Center of Ivato Antananarivo  from 12- 14 March 2012. Under the 
banner “365 days of local action to end violence and empower women” the summit 
and awards brought together journalists, local government authorities, 
municipalities, NGOs and representatives of ministries of gender and local 
government. The summit focused on two key targets of the Southern African 
Development Community (SADC) Protocol on Gender and Development: achieving 
50% women in all areas of decision making and halving the current levels of gender 
based violence (GBV), by 2015.  
 
A detailed participants list is attached at Annex A outlining the contact details of all 
the delegates who attended the three days summit. The programme is attached at 
Annex B.  
 
The summary of the entries is attached in Annex C of this report. The summit 
resulted in 3 media releases and extensive media coverage (See media logs and 
clippings in Annex D, E, F. Video footage can be made available on request. 
 
At detailed summative evaluation by the delegates is attached at Annex G. 
 
A SWOT analysis was done after the summit to see how to improve with next year‟s 
summit; this analysis is attached at Annex H. 
 
A list of new COEs is attached at Annex I. 
 
The speeches of the high profile delegates are attached at Annex J.  
 
The relevant feedback which was received from the judges was also analyzed see 

Annex K. 

Participants 
The summit comprised of a total number of 210 participants ranging from different 
institutions and organisations including the 32 councils that are part of the Centres of 
Excellence Initiative. 
 
Analysis of participants 
 M % F % Total 

Entrants  57 34,34% 109 65,66% 166 

Officials   3 42,86% 4 57,14% 7 
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 M % F % Total 

Judges  3 12,5% 21 87,5% 24 

Donors  0 0% 3 100% 3 

Partners  2 33,34% 4 66,66% 6 

Staff  1 25% 3 75 4 

Total  66 31,43% 144 68,57% 210 

 
The official opening saw the participation of a number of high profile officials 
including the minister of Health, the representative of the UNDP, some 
representatives of the Ministry of Decentralization, the Ministry of Population and 
Social affairs and other personalities such as the partners and donors (UNFPA, the 
BABEO project, the program SAHA). The 24 judges were also present with the 166 
candidates coming from all over the country. 
 
Programme 
The opening ceremony on the 12th March was headed by the Ministry of Public 
Health, Ms Johanita NDAHIMANANJARA, with the presence of other distinguished 
representatives from the State Institutions, the Prime Ministry, the Ministry of 
Population and Social Affairs, the UNFPA, the partners and stakeholders. 
 
A total of 210 participants attended the event. The ceremony started with a cultural 
activity with all the participants wearing 
their traditional attire dancing and 
parading to assert their identity and the 
diversity of Malagasy cultures. 
 

The GL country manager welcomed the 
audience and the GL Board member 
emphasized the importance of such 
event since it can be considered as an 
opportunity to get lessons from the 
“deep Madagascar “which is the 
depositary of the country patrimony”. 
 
The Head of the GL Francophone division briefly gave an outline of the nature of GL 
work with media houses as well as with local governments on specific themes related 
to gender mainstreaming, she further urged women to become agents of change. 
 
All the partners recognized in their speeches that no development can take place 
without the participation of all  women and men, this active participation cannot 
come true if women are not empowered financially and economically to take mature 
and efficient decisions. 
 
The representative of the Association of Gender Aware Local Councils (A.E.S.G) 
voiced their wishes that their small association had a great vision to become a giant 
in their development activities. 
 
The UNFPA representative reiterated that GBV should not be seen   as sensational 
news item but rather as a human rights violation, as GBV is an obstacle to 
development and peace. Furthermore adding that the summit would be an 
opportunity to present a pool of good practices and approaches to address GBV not 
only for Madagascar but the SADC region as a whole. 

Traditional Dancing-Official Opening of Gender Justice and 
Local Government Summit 
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The representative from the Ministry of Population and Social Affairs recognized the 
timeliness of the summit and said that “violence and insecurity are among the major 
concerns of that ministry. Other factors have to be taken into consideration too, such 
as drug taking, mind sets”.  
 
The Minster from the Ministry of Public Health in her inaugural address gave an 
overview of the national policies concerning health and gender. She recalled the 
signing of some international conventions and the renewal of the National Action 
Plan on Gender and Development. She also recognized that GBV is tolerated in 
Madagascar due to several factors, among which financial dependence, social status 
and just the grounds of being a woman. The victim may also have to file the 
complaint which can be a difficult initiative for her to carry out. 
 
The Minister incited everyone working in gender field to lead informative and raising 
awareness campaigns on the fight against violence. The foundation for the struggle 
would be to ensure that victims are aware of their rights and of any potential 
recourse in case of violence occurrences. 
 
The second part of the ceremony focused on Gender Based Violence Taking Stock 
and a debate led by the UNFPA representative.   
 
The Ministry of Population and Social Affairs presented slides of national GBV data 
the following are main points which were discussed:  
 

 The Legal framework: CEDEF/ PANAGED 
 Significant indicators: 20% women only dare denounce GBV. 
 Shortcomings in Legislation: see discriminatory provisions related to nationality, 

heritage, absence of GBV laws, and presence of GBV in the work place. 

 Existence of discriminatory practices, namely in politics, in culture and tradition: 
the law of silence, or in land ownership. 

 Obstacles: weak power of decision, low purchase power, low educational level. 
 Steps forward: compliance of legislation with international conventions, 

advocacy, gender mainstreaming, capacity building by awareness arising 
campaigns, equipping women‟s associations and the setting up of the National 
Gender Platform. 

  
The UNFPA panelist Dr Solomandresy Ratsarazaka drew the attention of the 
participants to the importance of reproductive health, stating that Malagasy girls tend 
to have sexual intercourse at a very early age, yet their bodies are not ready.  Many 
Malagasy women die when giving birth it is thus essential to raise awareness on the 
danger of early pregnancy. This would fall within the duties of gender activists also 
noting that women should be incited to go to Basic Health Centers to have safe 
delivery. 

 
The next panelist, an expert in GBV explained the links between Gender Based 
Violence and Reproductive Health everyone is aware that GBV victims lack energy, 
they do not have peace of mind, they have difficulties to take part in social life and 
need much psychological support. Victims of GBV sometimes leave their job and thus 
become burdens for the community. 
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The challenges that were addressed included that awareness raising and the 
sensitization of men about reproduction health, HIV AIDS and STDs and support. 
 
The third speaker, a consultant based at the Adolescent Reproduction Health Unit 
noted that parents try to implement the ways they had been brought up by which 
may not always work. 
 
Three points resulted from the debate: 
 The ignorance of fundamental rights and their non respect 
 Prevention is better than cure 
 The importance of education by using media, community and schooling. 
 
The GL officer explained the proceedings and modalities of the summit and further 
proceedings participants were divided into different groups and four rooms were 
allocated for presentations, a jury was appointed for each category and room.  

 
All the participants to the summit were also asked to fill in the different forms in their 
information pack which included the GMDC Forms, Protocol Quiz, KAS, scorecard and 
documentation about climate change, including the overall evaluation form. 
 
Outputs 
166 good practises were presented across ten categories in four venues. Below is the 
analysis of the awards winners. 
 
Analysis of awards winners 

CATEGORY Winner Runner up TOTAL 

  M F M F M F 

Prevention 0 1 0 1 0 2 

Support 0 1 0 1 0 2 

 Response 0 1 0 1 0 2 

 Gender and 
Governance 

0 1 0 1 0 2 

Local Economic 
Development 

0 1 0 1 0 2 

Climate Change and 
Sustainable 
Development 

0 1 0 1 0 2 

HIV/AIDS and Care 
Work 

1 0 0 1 1 1 

Institutional - COE 2 1 3 0 5 1 

Leadership 0 1 0 1 0 2 

Youth Leadership 1 0 0 1 1 1 

TOTAL 4 8 3 9 7 17 

 
In total there were 24 winners and runner ups: 12 winners and 12 runner ups. 17 
awards were presented to women and 7 to men.  
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CATEGORIES AND AWARDS 

 
 
 
 
 
Prevention: of GBV at local level – how do councils/ institutions/ organizations work 
to ensure that GBV does not occur? 
 
This category had 24 entries 
 
Winner:   Razanamasy Marie Chantal 
from Fianarantsoa 
 
Case study:  The entry raised awareness on children 
and women‟s rights. The case study included the 

implementation of an action plan which aimed to 
restore security climate to get out of poverty. The 
collecting of data within each council helped to draft a sustainable peace and security 
strategy and resulted in the region of Matsiatra Ambony collective convention. The 
entrant produced an educational film with the local authorities. 
 
 
 
 
 
Response to GBV at local level – what do councils/ institutions/ organizations do to 
advance legal literacy, work with local 
police, etc. to ensure redress for victims? 
How do you respond to GBV? 
 
This category had 19 entries 
 
Winner:     Razafinimaro 
Pascaline   from   Antanamitarana 
  
Case study:  The case study looked 
aimed to educate young people to 
practice sport (football) in order to reduce 
the various types of violence within their families. The entrant incited the population, 
especially women and children to take care of the local playground. Three months 
later they could get financial help to rehabilitate their playgrounds.  
 
 
 
 
Support around GBV at local level – how do we 
support those who have experienced GBV 
 
This category had a total of 20 entries  

Category One: Prevention (Gender Violence) 

Category Two: Response (Gender Violence) 
 

Category Three: Support (Gender Violence) 
 

Razanamasy Marie Chantal: Winner-
Prevention Category 
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Winner:   Jeannoda Norotiana from Antananarivo 
   
Case study:  The case study examined the mobilization of self-protection evaluating 
the psychological support and facilitation of medical and legal assistance of the 
economic migration victims. The entrant showed a strong professional mastery of the 
issue. 
 
 
 
 
Gender and Governance Programs and campaigns to prepare women for political 
office and elections and support their 
effective participation, including programs 
and campaigns supporting men gender 
champions 
 
This category had a total of 4 entries 
 
Winner:  Razafindehibe Nathalie 
from   Antananarivo 
 
Case study:  The case study examined 
how women are required for 
transformation and increase the rate of women committed in the political domain 
and have a better representation. She first led action within a woman association 
and ended up in the political field. Among the targets is the 30-50% of women‟s 
representation within the decision circles by 2015. 
 
 
 
 
Local Economic Development including youth economic empowerment and 
empowerment of women – at local level to enhance the ability of young women to 
take control of their lives 
 
This category had a total of 24 entries 
 
Winner: Rakotomalala Irma Haritiana 
from Morondava 
 
Case study:   The case study examined 
the need to develop a strategy for the local 
economic development to ensure resources 
within the council would be income 
generating.  As economic development 
cannot be dissociated from the safety of 
goods, properties and people. 
 
 
 
 

Category Four: Gender and Governance 
 

Category Five: Local Economic Empowerment 
 

Category Six: Climate Change and Sustainable Development  
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Climate Change and Sustainable Development - projects at the local 
government levels that address the gender dimensions of climate change and 
sustainable development. 
 
This category had a total of 7 entries  
 
Winner: LIDITTE Angèle from 
Antanamitarana 
 
Case study:  The study examined the impact of 
climate change these last years, she noticed its 
harmful impact on the daily life inside the local 
council. She not only organized a mass 
awareness rising session on reforestation but 
also made an application for the installation of a 
safe water system in her community. Thanks to 
that initiative and strategy, the local authorities 
could implement a fair and safe distribution   of the water and the women in the 
associations were responsible for its management.  
 
 
 
 
Care Work and HIV/AIDS at the local level, what are councils doing to support 
care givers including advocating for the involvement of men. 
This category had a total of 7 entries  
 
Winner: Rasolofoarinivo
 Andrianantenaina Alphonse from 
Ambalavao 
 
Case study:   The study used a creative 
manner and approach to address the issue of 
HIV/AIDS.  As a professional community 
animator he was able to break taboos related 
to sexual education which was discarded by 
the parents within his community before. 
Thanks to his diversified activities the 
efficiency of the results of the sensitization sessions turned out considerably fruitful. 
 
 
 
 
Leadership: What role is being played by 
women and men in championing the 
processes of gender mainstreaming at the 
local level?  
 
This category had a total of 24 entries  
  
Winner:  Toto Arne Angéline from 
Antanamitarana 

Category Seven: Care Work and HIV/AIDS 
 

Category Eight: Leadership 
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Case study: Thanks to her work as an education and social animator, she was able 
to convince her association to take up agriculture. She collected data about non 
educated children, elderly people in order to help them or find a solution.  She is a 
person full of integrity and is always ready to promote citizen‟s participation. Under 
her leadership she encouraged business operators to help council acquire common 
materials or equipments. 
 
 
 
 
Youth Leadership including junior local councils and young people actively 
engaged in local government/ politics that show particular innovation and dedication 
to ending GBV at the local level. 

 

This category had a total of 6 entries  
 
Winner:  Rabemanajara William from 
Tsiafahy  
 
Case study:  A student, a teacher and a 
leader within a religious organization, he 
shows great knowledge with regard   to 
monitoring youth and displayed a great amount 
of persuasion techniques. His activities relate to raising awareness against gender 
based violence and any different forms of ethnic discrimination he is also involved in 
assisting people who have limited knowledge of the law. The case study was a clear 
illustration of youth empowerment. 

 

 
 
Institutional – COE’s:  This category was awarded for the COE councils that have 
made the greatest progress and had completed Stages 1 – 10 of the Centres of 
Excellence Process  
 
This category saw the 
participation of 32 entries 
from the various local 
councils working together 
within the Centers of 
Excellence Initiative in 
Madagascar. 
 
Winner Randriamahefa 
Justin from Tsiafahy 
 
Case Study: This local 
council had implemented 
various stages and activities 
to fight against GBV. Thanks to the mobilization of the population and the adoption 

Category Nine: Youth Leadership 
 

Category Ten:  Institutional COE’s  
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of a participatory method of the citizens, the results have been very satisfying. The 
case study indicated the actual development and positive changes that may happen 
in a rural council. The various stages scheduled to be followed have also been 
implemented.  
 
Winner: Rajaovelo Rivonarinjaka from Miantso 
 
Case Study: The Council has adopted several 
gender activities related to SADC protocol 
objectives. With great results, the main 
objective of the council is to promote a social 
policy working for a successful sustainable 
development. The creation of income 
generating activities, the setting up of a 
nursery to interest people in tree growing, the 
assistance to women‟s associations. The 
concept of good governance to be inculcated is 
among the few endeavors deployed by the 
entrant. 
 
Winner: Rasoamanandray Vololoniaina 
Jeannette  from Ialananindro 
Case Study: The council is a true promoter of 
children and women‟s rights. The council has 
managed to improve the living conditions of the 
locality vulnerable persons. 
 
Citizens are encouraged to take full responsibility 
of their surroundings the council also   has the 
support of various associations which have hugely 
contributed to the success of the actions 
undertaken to fight against GBV. 
 
Outreach 
The summit was covered by the media which included four newspaper articles which 
were written that praised the efforts made at basic community levels to end gender 
based violence. The newspaper articles underlined the fact that gender violence is 
still prevailing in some regions with customs and traditional practices as being the 
main obstacles to gender equity. See the attached Annex D which gives the detailed 
press release. The media coverage is summed up in Annex E and Annex F gives 
examples of media articles. 
 
Outcomes  
The three days of presentation were very enlightening for GL and for all the 
participants. The presentations of each participant reflected all the aspects of gender 
based violence in Madagascar, which differs from one region to another: “Each 
presentation was a source of enrichment and knowledge for me”, said one 
participant. Given the fact that the judges and some of the participants are all 
important actors (representatives of associations and NGO, teachers, religious 
groups, lecturers, mayors, etc.) for the fight against gender violence, they could 
already discuss on the solutions for the problems exposed during the presentations. 
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In addition, a huge number of violence cases were reported at the summit, which 
enables everyone to know the existence of some forms of violence in far away 
regions and to take appropriate measures for all future actions or interventions: “The 
presentations were useful as strengths and weaknesses had been enlightened and 
could thus be improved”. A various range of topics were also presented by the 
participants, including GBV against men, sexual harassment, violence against 
children, etc. which enriched everyone‟s knowledge: “The discussion on reproductive 
health: it summed up all the problems women have to face” asserted a man. See 
Annex I for full evaluation summary. 
 
The relevant feedback which was received from the judges was also analyzed see 

Annex K. 

Lessons learned 
The national summit was an opportunity to recognize and give tribute to ordinary 
people including those at grassroots level and local governments and recognize the 
work that they do with regard to the struggle for gender equality. The massive 
participation from the various regions demonstrated that there was willingness and 
commitment to ensure that change would take place.  

The various case studies which were presented through the various presentations 
illustrated the number of different strategies and innovation which was being 
employed to address GBV. Sharing experience and interchange can be very valuable 
for development and gender mainstreaming within the local councils. 

The gender dimension should be taken into consideration in the forming of the jury 
panel, the summit should be done in each province to launch every region should 
also have  gender training and the continued  fight against GBV should be carried 
out all over the national territory, especially in rural areas. See Annex G for full 
SWOT analysis.  
 
Next steps 
Gender Links Madagascar is now working with thirty-one councils which are part of 
the Centres of Excellence Initiative these councils be they rural or urban are trying to 
mainstream gender in their development programmes and especially to budget their 
planned activities. The COE  councils have completed stages 1-10 of the programme 
,the buy-in of the community as well as that of the council is vital to the success of 
their enterprise.  
 
Some GL Madagascar partners have expressed their willingness to support more new 
councils in the COE initiative programmes. The list of Councils in the country 
highlighting existing and future CEOs can be found in Annex H.  
 
The setting up of the national GBV platform for the region of Indian Ocean really 
shows the synergy for gender mainstreaming within the country. It will serve as a 
coordinating unit for all efforts and actions undertaken to end Gender Based 
Violence. 
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Annex A: Participants List 
 

COUNTRY GENDER JUSTICE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUMMIT AND AWARDS 
PARTICIPANTS’ LIST 

 
Country: Madagascar 

Venue:  International Conferences Centre  
Ivato Antananarivo  

Date: 12-14 March 2012 
 

 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

1.  
AMBELOMANY  Rosy Blandine 

 
F     

2.  
AMIKO  Philiberte 

Radio Magneva 
Head of Station 

F aphiliberte@yahoo.fr 261 32 40 299 39 

3.  
AMINA --  Judge F aminaa70@yahoo.fr 261 32 02 616 59  

4.  

ANDRIAMANANA  Tolotra UNFPA F 
andriamanana@unfpa.o
rg 

 261 32 43 321 11 

5.  
ANDRIAMASINORO  Charles   Judge M 

oronis.charles@gmail.c
om 

261 33 11 803 98 

6.  ANDRIAMBOLOLONA  Laurence Aimée Mayor F andrialau@yahoo.fr 261 33 11 792 16 

7.  
ANDRIAMOSE  

Lisiarisoa 
Veromalala 

National  Chair of 
Dorkasy FJKM 

F andverolisy@yahoo.fr 261 33 14 397 89 

8.  
ANDRIANAIVO  Felix Rajosvah 

FTMeM 
Miarinavaratra 

M josvahh@gmail.com 261 33 11 623 45 

9.  ANDRIANAIVO  Mamilalaina René OSC ATOME M   261 33 174 20 96 

mailto:aphiliberte@yahoo.fr
mailto:aminaa70@yahoo.fr
mailto:andriamanana@unfpa.org
mailto:andriamanana@unfpa.org
mailto:oronis.charles@gmail.com
mailto:oronis.charles@gmail.com
mailto:andrialau@yahoo.fr
mailto:andverolisy@yahoo.fr
mailto:josvahh@gmail.com
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

Ambalavao 

10.  
ANDRIANARIVELO  Harilala    F 

miaratina2007@yahoo.f
r 

261 32 40 003 59 

11.  
ANTRANIORY  

Mamiarivao 
Suzanne Alfrédie 

  F     

12.  ARISOANOMENJANA
NHARY  

Arijohn Georgette CAA F aarijohn@yahoo.fr 261 34 03 173 43 

13.  
BARAKA  Hanta 

Ministry of  
Population 

F 
hanta_9baraka@yahoo.
fr 

261 32 02 02 023 

14.  
BAVY  Blandine CECJ F 

blandine.bavy@yahoo.c
om 

261 34 842 235 37 

15.  BEANARANA  Jeanne Ursela   F     

16.  BEANONA  Paulson CR Anjinjaomby M     

17.  BENY  Serge Sambava M     

18.  
BEVAHINY  Léa Dorothée  Focal Point SAGE F 

bevahinydorothy@yaho
o.fr 

261 32 04 139 60 

19.  BOTO  Mayor Ampanihy M   261 33 01 864 13 

20.  Chandoutis  Raoera SG VMLF F raoerahe@yahoo.fr 261 34 196 660 54 

21.  
CHEIKH  TIDIANE CISSE  

UNFPA 
Representative 
Madagascar 

M     

22.  RAKOTONIRINA  Claudia  Gender Links F     

23.  DIANELA   Eliasy Cinna  Association CAFF F eliasycinna@yahoo.fr 261 34 08 752 70 

24.  DJIVADJEE  Patricia   F djivapat@yahoo.fr 261 34 66 451 49 

25.  FELAMBONY  Prisca Analavory F anniesca85@yahoo.fr 261 33 81 334 56 

26.  
HARIVOLOLONA  Andriantsoa CECJ Toamasina  F 

harivololonaandriantsoa
@yahoo.fr 

261 34 13 805 72 

mailto:miaratina2007@yahoo.fr
mailto:miaratina2007@yahoo.fr
mailto:aarijohn@yahoo.fr
mailto:hanta_9baraka@yahoo.fr
mailto:hanta_9baraka@yahoo.fr
mailto:blandine.bavy@yahoo.com
mailto:blandine.bavy@yahoo.com
mailto:bevahinydorothy@yahoo.fr
mailto:bevahinydorothy@yahoo.fr
mailto:raoerahe@yahoo.fr
mailto:eliasycinna@yahoo.fr
mailto:djivapat@yahoo.fr
mailto:anniesca85@yahoo.fr
mailto:harivololonaandriantsoa@yahoo.fr
mailto:harivololonaandriantsoa@yahoo.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

27.  
JEANNODA  Norotiana SPDTS F 

norotiana.jeanod@yaho
o.fr 

261 32 07 596 09 

28.  
KALAVITA  Severine Anjinjaomby F 

kalavitaseverine@gmail.
com 

261 32 266 11 32 

29.  
LANTONIAINA  Mamy Henriette ACN Secaline F 

mamy_lantonirina@yah
oo.fr 

261 34 79 309 29 

30.  LESOA  Françoise Noeline Ambilobe F franlesoa@yahoo.fr 261 32 02 862 40 

31.  LIDITTE  Angèle Antanamitarana F     

32.  Ludonie  VELOTRASINA   F     

33.  
MAHAMBY  Romain 

Rural council 
Anosimena 

M     

34.  MAHEFARISOA  Ony Elisette Andriambilany F     

35.  MAMIARISOA  José Arthur  M     

36.  MANAMBITA 
Andriamahasolo  

René CECJ Toamasina  M 
arene_manambita@yah
oo.fr 

261 34 182 7864 

37.  
MANATOMBONA  

Sandratra Samolina 
Angelas 

Bureau Foncier 
Anjoman'Akona 

F 
manatombonasandratra
@yahoo.fr 

261 33 09 319 72 

38.  MANGALAZA  Corine  Gender Links F     

39.  MANGALAZA  Eugène Régis Senior Researcher M emangalaza@yahoo.fr  261 34 19 929 09 

40.  MASINDRAZANA  Graziela  Judge F masgraz71@gmail.com  261 32 76 550 75 

41.  
MIARAMBOLA  Irène Diego Suarez F 

mpanazavadiana@yaho
o.fr 

261 32 04 052 38 

42.  Misa  Gender Links M    

43.  NANTENAINA   Sariaka Antananarivo  F   

44.  
NDAHIMANANJARA  Johanita 

Minister of Public 
Heath 

F 
  

mailto:norotiana.jeanod@yahoo.fr
mailto:norotiana.jeanod@yahoo.fr
mailto:kalavitaseverine@gmail.com
mailto:kalavitaseverine@gmail.com
mailto:mamy_lantonirina@yahoo.fr
mailto:mamy_lantonirina@yahoo.fr
mailto:franlesoa@yahoo.fr
mailto:arene_manambita@yahoo.fr
mailto:arene_manambita@yahoo.fr
mailto:manatombonasandratra@yahoo.fr
mailto:manatombonasandratra@yahoo.fr
mailto:emangalaza@yahoo.fr
mailto:masgraz71@gmail.com
mailto:mpanazavadiana@yahoo.fr
mailto:mpanazavadiana@yahoo.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

45.  NIANDONIRINA  Johanesa  Judge  F fikarohako@gmail.com 261 34 01 989 22 

46.  NOMENJANAHARY 
EL-RAJA  

Bien-Aimé Anosimena M     

47.  
NOROLALAO  

Seheno Noéline 
Nicole 

  F     

48.  
NOROZAFY  Marie Emma 

Council 
Antsahampano 

F   261 32 04 159 55 

49.  Onimananjatovo  Solonjanahary SAHA  F     

50.  ONJIARISOA  Stella   F   261 33 181 7948 

51.  PAPISY  Ialfine Gender Links F     

52.  RABEKOTO Faly Faly  Judge M faly_rabe@yahoo.fr   

53.  
RABEMANANJARA  Justin 

Councillor Rural C 
Ambalavory 

M   261 32 463 552 4 

54.  RABEMANANJARA  William Tsiafahy M     

55.  
RABENANADRASANA  Jean Pierre Ivato Aeroport M 

drenanalamanga@yaho
o.fr 

261 33 12 926 29 

56.  
RABENARISON  Eliane Analavory F 

erabenarison@yahoo.co
m 

261 34 39 335 30 

57.  RABENORO  Mireille   F     

58.  RABESAHALA  Mamy  Judge M RabesahaM@state.gov 261 32 40 102 71 

59.  RADAZA  Havana Elysa Diego suarez F     

60.  
RAFANIRIANTSOA  Stéphanoel 

Rural council 
Mahazina 

M     

61.  
RAFANOMEZANTSOA  

Bertrand Jean 
Mizaël 

  M     

62.  
RAFARAMIHANTA  Bodosahondra   F 

bodo.rafaramihanta@g
mail.com 

261 33 72 407 38 

mailto:fikarohako@gmail.com
mailto:faly_rabe@yahoo.fr
mailto:drenanalamanga@yahoo.fr
mailto:drenanalamanga@yahoo.fr
mailto:erabenarison@yahoo.com
mailto:erabenarison@yahoo.com
mailto:RabesahaM@state.gov
mailto:bodo.rafaramihanta@gmail.com
mailto:bodo.rafaramihanta@gmail.com
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

63.  
RAFETISOANIRINA  

Anjarasoa 
Romychou 

Antananarivo F    
 

64.  RAHAJAVOLONA  Lantosoa   F lantossoua@gmail.com  

65.  
RAHANITRARINAIVO  Mamy Patricia   F 

hanitrarinaivo@moov.m
g 

261 34 06 501 42 

66.  RAHANITRINITSIMB
A  

Lalao Mandimbisoa Ivato Aeroport F mlalao_1@yahoo.fr 261 33 783 4551 

67.  
RAHANTAMALALA  Josephine 

Mahazina 
ambohipierenana 

F 
 

  

68.  RAHANTANTANDRAI
BE  

Edouard Christiane   F 
 

  

69.  RAHARIMALALA  Natofa Resisika    M    

70.  
RAHARINIRINA  Marie Ignace  Sahambavy F 

raharinirinamarie@gmai
l.com 

261 32 514 22 00 

71.  
RAHARISON  Roger Fidèle  

Mayor Council 
Alakamisy Itenina 

M   261 33 14 967 80 

72.  
RAHELIARISOA  

Voahirana 
Françoise 

Tsiafahy  F voahir73_soa@yahoo.fr 261 33 298 08 28 

73.  RAHELINIRINA  Gisèle   F     

74.  RAHERIJAONA  Joyce Edditina Toamasina  F     

75.  
RAHERIMANANTSOA  

Andrianary 
Tianarivo 

Rural Council 
Miarinavaratra 

M     

76.  RAHERISOA  VololonaVictorine Miantso F     

77.  
RAJAOVELO  Rivonarinjaka  

Local Council 
Miantso 

M   261 33 718 71 28 

78.  
RAKOTOANOSY  Monique 

Gender Links 
Board Member 

F 
    

mailto:lantossoua@gmail.com
mailto:hanitrarinaivo@moov.mg
mailto:hanitrarinaivo@moov.mg
mailto:mlalao_1@yahoo.fr
mailto:raharinirinamarie@gmail.com
mailto:raharinirinamarie@gmail.com
mailto:voahir73_soa@yahoo.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

79.  
RAKOTOARIMANANA  Estella 

CECJ Mahavelona 
Foulpointe 

F estellarakotoarimanana
@yahoo.fr 

261 32 81 620 80 

80.  RAKOTOARIMANANA  René Mahazina  M     

81.  
RAKOTOARISOA  

Hajavonjiniaina 
Fanomezantsoa 

  
M 

saha.genre@iris.mg 261 32 04 596  64 

82.  RAKOTOHARIJAONA  Henitsoa Antananarivo M   

83.  
RAKOTOMALALA  Fanjaharisoa 

council 
Sahambava 

F   

84.  RAKOTOMALALA  Irma Haritiana Morondava F   

85.  
RAKOTOMALALA  Yvette Marine 

Mayor COE 
Andriambilany 

F 
 261 34 467 8388 

86.  
RAKOTOMANANA  Harilala 

Antanambao 
Marolambo 

F 
   

87.  RAKOTONDRABE  Manitrarivo Anjoman'Ankona     

88.  RAKOTONDRASOA  Francklin Mayor M  261 33 172 4804 

89.  
RAKOTONDRASOA  François Victor 

CU 
Manjakandriana 

M 
   

90.  RAKOTONIAINA  Erick Foulpointe M    

91.  RAKOTONIAINA  Kazackhe Dianah Ambatofotsy F  261 34 760 44 66 

92.  
RAKOTONINDRINA  Lalaorihova Annicet 

Rural Council 
Malaimbandy 

M    

93.  RAKOTONJANAHARY  Lova Adoxie Miarinavaratra F    

94.  RAKOTOVAO Odilon Janvier Odilon Malaimbandy M  261 33 755 371 

95.  
RAKOTOVAO  

Razaivelo Noro 
Heritinana 

Antananarivo F     

96.  
RAKOTOZAFY  

Lolonotahina 
Francia 

Tsiafahy F     

mailto:estellarakotoarimanana@yahoo.fr
mailto:estellarakotoarimanana@yahoo.fr
mailto:saha.genre@iris.mg
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

97.  RALAHAJANAHARY  Léonard Miarinavaratra M     

98.  
RALAIARIMANANA  Herizo John 

Student/Teacher 
Tsiafahy 

M ralay_jonher@yahoo.fr 261 33 14 919 42 

99.  
RALAIVAO  Albert 

Andoharanomaits
o 

M     

100.  
RALALARISOA  Celine 

Mayor/Rural 
Council 
Ambanisarika 

F   261 34 17 480 79 

101.  RAMANAMISATA  Julie Beby Antananarivo F     

102.  RAMANANARIVO  Hortense Program SAHA F   261 33 14 700 33 

103.  RAMANANTENASOA  Helena CU Fianarantsoa F     

104.  RAMAROVAO  Laurentine Miarinavaratra F     

105.  RAMASOMANANA  Rolande   F rolgeo@yahoo.fr 261 34 04 329 48 

106.  RAMBELO  Nicole  F nicrambelo@yahoo.fr 261 32 041 78 68 

107.  RAMIA  Helinoro Tsiafahy F     

108.  RAMIANDRISOA  Solomon Anjoman'Akona M     

109.  RAMIARAMANDRIMB
ISOA  

Jeannette Andriambilany 
F 

  
 

110.  
Ramiliarijaona  Onja UNFPA 

F oramiliarijaona@unfpa.
org 

261 32 42 382 59 

111.  
RAMILISON HERY  Lalaina 

COE 
Soavinadriana 

F 
  261 33 03 529 88 

112.  RAMINAHISOA 
VOAHANGINIRINA  

Mamy Olga Antsiranana 
F 

    

113.  
RANAIVOSON  Vero Roimemy   

F vandriamiadanarivo@ya
hoo.fr 

261 32 04 356 97 

mailto:ralay_jonher@yahoo.fr
mailto:rolgeo@yahoo.fr
mailto:nicrambelo@yahoo.fr
mailto:oramiliarijaona@unfpa.org
mailto:oramiliarijaona@unfpa.org
mailto:vandriamiadanarivo@yahoo.fr
mailto:vandriamiadanarivo@yahoo.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

114.  RANDIMBIALIFERA  Alice Aimée CR Diego Suarez F     

115.  RANDIMBIARISON  Jean-Martial Andriambilany M     

116.  RANDRANIRINA  Aimé Robert   M     

117.  
RANDRIAMAHEFA  Justin 

rural Council 
Tsiafahy 

M 
    

118.  RANDRIAMANJARY  Radonanosy Malala VMLF Miandrivazo F rtsilavina@yahoo.fr 261 33 41 799 90 

119.  RANDRIAMPARANY  Lovasoa Ambalavao F     

120.  
RANDRIANAIVO  Augustin Ibraham 

SIV 
Manjakandriana 

M   261 34 002 79 

121.  RANDRIANAJAONA  Lydia Monique Majunga F     

122.  RANDRIANANDRASA
NA  

Martin Association MMA M 
ndrasanamartin@yahoo
.fr 

261 32 24 936 73 

123.  
Randrianarison  B. Olga 

Director 
Promotion Genre 
MPAS 

F beatrice.olga@yahoo.fr 261 32 04 139 73 

124.  RANDRIANASOLO  Herilala Emile Tsiafahy M    

125.  
RANDRIANJAFY  Vincent 

Local Council 
Moderator  

M  261 33 217 9684 

126.  RANEDSON  Zelfina Miantso F    

127.  RANIVONIRINA  Mamy Ambalavao M    

128.  RANOROMALALA  Lantoharitiana Antananarivo F     

129.  RANOROVAOARILAL
A  

Philippine Anjoman'Akona F     

130.  RASAMOELINA  Le Blanc CR Malaim M     

131.  
RASEDISON  Ferdinand 

FIZA 
fanatanjahantena 

M rasedison@yahoo.fr 261 34 89 995 35 

mailto:rtsilavina@yahoo.fr
mailto:ndrasanamartin@yahoo.fr
mailto:ndrasanamartin@yahoo.fr
mailto:beatrice.olga@yahoo.fr
mailto:rasedison@yahoo.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

132.  
RASOAMANANDRAY  Jeannette 

Mayor 
Ialananindro 

F   261 33 21 118 39 

133.  
RASOAMANIRY    

Council 
Ambatondrazaka 

F   
 

134.  RASOAMIARAMANA
NA  

Goddefrin 
Mayor Ivato 
Aeroport 

M   
 

135.  RASOAMPIONONA  Marie Louise Mahazina F    

136.  RASOANANDRASAN
A  

Albertine  Tsiafahy F   
 

137.  RASOANANTOANINA  Bernadette Ambilobe F    

138.  
RASOANJANAHARY  Clotilde 

Mahazina 
ambohipierenana 

F   
 

139.  
RASOLO  André 

CNOSC 
/UNIVERSIRTY 

M rasoloandre@yahoo.fr 261 32 59 904 71 

140.  
RASOLOARIVELO  Evelyne Fleurette 

Ambohibary 
Sambaina 

F     

141.  RASOLOARIVELO  Jean Paul Ambalavao M     

142.  
RASOLOFOARINIVO 
Andrianantenaina  

Alphonse 
Rural council 
Ambalavao 
tsimondrano 

M     

143.  RASOLOFOHERISON  Honoré Ambohimirary M     

144.  
RASOLOFONIAINA Lala Director MPAS F 

lalarasolofoniaina@yma
il.com 

261 34 11 545 40 

145.  RASOLOMAMPIONIN
A  

Arline  Anjoman'Ankona F     

146.  
RASOLONDRAIBE  Jean Philemon 

Council 
Anjoman'Ankoro 

M     

mailto:rasoloandre@yahoo.fr
mailto:lalarasolofoniaina@ymail.com
mailto:lalarasolofoniaina@ymail.com
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

147.  RATOVOHERY  Monique COE/CUA F   261 33 05 544 28 

148.  
RATOVOSON  Juliana 

CECJ 
Ambatondrazaka 

F 
ratovosonjuliana@yaho
o.fr 

261 34 38 108 30 

149.  RATSARAZAKA  Solomandresy UNFPA F    

150.  RATSIMBAZAFY  Gisèle Annick Ambohibary F  261 34 09 660 54 

151.  RAVALONANDRASAN
A  

Hajarivoniharilalla Antananarivo  F     

152.  
RAVALORIAKA  Eva 

Mayor 
Manjakandriana 

F     

153.  RAVAOARIMALALA  Volana  Ambanitsena F     

154.  RAVAOHARISOA  Perle Miarinavaratra F     

155.  RAVELOARIMANANA  Harivola Yolande Andoharanofotsy F     

156.  
RAVELONIRINA  Noël Patrice 

CR 
Andoharanomaits
o 

M     

157.  RAVOAHANGINIRIN
A  

Louisette Tantely Andriambilany F     

158.  RAVOLANIAINA  Nofy Fleurys Ivato Aeroport  F     

159.  RAZAFIARISOA  Maria Joséphine Sahambavy F     

160.  RAZAFIMANANTSOA  Mamy Niaina Ambohimirary  M     

161.  RAZAFIMBELO  Lily   F lrazafimbelo@yahoo.fr 261 34 02 012 27 

162.  RAZAFINDEHIBE  Nathalie Ambohidratrimo F     

163.  Razafindrakoto  Razafindrakoto  AESG F dianarazafi@yahoo.fr 261 32 40 127 27 

164.  Razafindrakoto  Marie Gaby FPFE F gabyrazaf@yahoo.fr 261 32 04 410 43  

165.  RAZAFINDRAMIARA
NA 

Jeannine Sahambavy F     

mailto:ratovosonjuliana@yahoo.fr
mailto:ratovosonjuliana@yahoo.fr
mailto:lrazafimbelo@yahoo.fr
mailto:dianarazafi@yahoo.fr
mailto:gabyrazaf@yahoo.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

166.  RAZAFINDRANOSY  Brice Ampanihy M     

167.  RAZAFINDRASOA  Hantanirina Diego Suarez F     

168.  RAZAFINDRAZILY  Zananesy Diego Suarez F     

169.  RAZAFINIMARO  Pascaline Antanamitarana F     

170.  RAZAFINIMAVO  Voahangy   F voang.raz@gmail.com 261 34 43 162 22 

171.  RAZAFINIMPIASA  Hary   F yrahfr@gmail.com 261 32 04 481 19 

172.  RAZAFINJATOVO  Tinasoa CU Antananarivo  F    

173.  RAZAINJAFY Florine Antamiana F     

174.  RAZAKAINA  Herilala Tsimba Diego Suarez  M     

175.  RAZAKARIASY  Denise Arlette Diego Suarez F     

176.  
RAZANADRAKOTO e Noeline 

Councillor 
Andoharanomaits
o 

F  261 34 03 287 94 

177.  
RAZANADRATEFY  ZOTO 

Intern Gender 
Links 

M    

178.  
RAZANADRAVAO  Marie Joséphine 

Rural Council 
Anosimena 

F    

179.  RAZANAMAHEFA  Juliette Analavory F    

180.  
RAZANAMAHEFA  Njatonirina 

Mayor/Rural 
Council 
Ambalavao 

M  261 33 14 425 86 

181.  RAZANAMASY  Marie Chantal Fianarantsoa F     

182.  
RAZANARAZO  Yvonne Arlette 

Councillor/Council 
of Toamasina 

F  261 32 07 552 79 

183.  RAZANATSOA  Vallentine Sahambavy F    

184.  RAZANOELINA  Léontine Andriambilany F    

mailto:voang.raz@gmail.com
mailto:yrahfr@gmail.com
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

185.  
RAZARIMANANA  Jacquelin 

Clinique Juridique 
Fianarantsoa 

M  261 34 85 773 08 

186.  REGIS  CR Anjinjaomby M    

187.  
Richardson  R. 

Ministry of  
Population 

M rich_manana@yahoo.fr 261 34 134 5724 

188.  SAFY  Marie Laurette Ambilobe F    

189.  SAMBITSARA  Louisette Simone Diego Suarez F    

190.  SENDRASOA  Vonifanja Lilia Ihorombe F    

191.  
TELOLAHY  Pierre 

Mayor Council 
Mahanoro 

M   261 33 08 186 03 

192.  TIFANA  Marie Ange   F angetifana@gmail.com 261 32 04 175 80 

193.  TOLOJANAHARY  Jean Fridol Ialananindro M     

194.  
TOMBOROBY   

Council 
Antanamitarana 

 M     

195.  TOTO  Arne Angéline Antanamitarana F     

196.  VAO  Soalimanana Consultant F     

197.  VAOHITA  Colette   F covaohita@yahoo.fr 261 32 07 679 16 

198.  VAORAZAFY  Lygie Diego Suarez F     

199.  
VIA  

Céline Marie 
Yolande 

Deputy Chair 
FPFE 

F via_yolande@yahoo.fr 032 04 682 26 

200.  VIRASHAWMY  Loga Gender Links F     

201.  
VOLOLONIRINA  Hantasoa Honorine 

SAHA  Amoron i 
Mania 

F     

202.  VONJIARIMAMPION
ONA  

Justine Narhies 
Francine 

Sahambavy F     

203.  William  Rakotoarivony SG MPAS F ra.lila@hotmail.fr 261 340 670 452 

mailto:rich_manana@yahoo.fr
mailto:angetifana@gmail.com
mailto:covaohita@yahoo.fr
mailto:via_yolande@yahoo.fr
mailto:ra.lila@hotmail.fr
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 Surname Name Organisation/ 
Council 

Sex E-mail address Cell phone  

204.  
ZAFIMAHOVA  Serge 

Representative 
PM 

M     

205.  ZAFINDRAMIALY     M   261 32 46 397 11 

206.  ZANAMINO  Josoa  Antanamitarana  M     

207.  SOHARANTO Zorah Lolita Gender Links  F    

 
Gender breakdown: 

Number of males 67 32.37% 

Number of females 140 67.63 % 

Total number of participants 207 100% 
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Annex B: Programme 
                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                        
 
 

 
 

MADAGASCAR GENDER JUSTICE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUMMIT AND AWARDS 
"365 days of collective local action to end gender violence and to empower women” 

CENTRE DE CONFERENCES INTERNATIONALES IVATO 
ANTANANARIVO-MADAGASCAR 

12-14 March 2012 

DAY 1: Monday 12 March 2012 

9:00 - 9:20 Parade of participants 

9:20 - 9:50  Plenary  
 Chair : Ialfine PAPISY, Gender Links Madagascar Officer 

Welcoming address : Monique RAKOTOANOSY, GL Board Member 
Speech by Loga VIRASHAWMY, Gender Links Mauritius, in charge of Francophone countries. 
Speech by Mayor of Local Council of  Ivato Aéroport 
Partners‟ Messages (SAHA programme, Babeo project and Association of Gender Sensitive Elected people ) 
UNFPA Representative „s address 
Official address 

9:50 - 10:05 GBV Taking Stock : Ministry of  Population and Social Affairs 

10:05 - 10:45 Panel discussion on Reproduction Health and Gender Based Violence  

 Panel : Johanita NDAHIMANANJARA, Ministry of Public Health 
             Doctor Solomandresy RATSARAZAKA, UNFPA 
              Amina AHMED, GBV Expert  
              Soalimana VAO, Adolescent Reproduction Health 
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10:45 – 11:00 Feed back from audience 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break 

11:30 – 11:45 Exhibition of  information medium or visual aids /(think tank) and film projection on reproduction health 

11:45 – 12:00 Setting the scene and program  of the three day summit 

12:00 – 13:00 Distribution of participants in the four venues. 
Clarifications of the presentation proceedings 

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch  

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: HIV/AIDS 
Venue 1: Royal 
 

CATEGORY:  
LEADERSHIP SENIOR 
Venue 2: Empereur 
 

CATEGORY:  
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Venue 3: Prestige 
 

CHAIR Eugène MANGALAZA André RASOLO Céline Marie Yolande VIA 
RAPPORTEUR Nicole RAMBELO Voahangy RAZAFINIMAVO Harilala ANDRIANARIVELO 
JUDGES Hary RAZAFINIMPIASA 

Charles ANDRIAMASINORO 
Graziella MASINDRAZANA 

Vero RANAIVOSON 
Johanesa NIANDONIRINA 
Patricia DJIVADJEE 

Rolande RAMASOMANANA 
Tolotra ANDRIAMANANA 
Mamy RABESAHALA 

VOTING 
OFFICERS 

Faly RABEKOTO Lantosoa RAHAJAVOLONA Amina 
Ludonie VELOTRASINA 

Presentations 

14:30 – 14:40 
 

MAMIARISOA José Arthur 
(Ivato Aéroport)) 

AMIKO Philiberte 
(Morondava) 

AHMED Amina 
(Alasora) 

14:40 – 14:50 
 

NOMENJANAHARY          
 EL- RAJA Bien-Aimé 
(Anosimena) 

ANDRIAMBOLOLONA Laurence 
Aimée 
(Anosizato) 

AMBELOMANY Rosy Blandine 
(Morondava) 

14:50 – 15:00 
 

RAHANTAMALALA  Josephine 
(Mahazina) 

ANDRIAMOSE Lisiarisoa Veromalala 
(Antananarivo) 

ANTRANIORY Mamiarivao Suzanne Alfrédie 
(Sahambavy) 
 
 

15:00 – 15:10 
 

RAKOTONDRABE Manitrarivo 
(Anjoman‟Ankona) 

ARISOANOMENJANANAHARY 
Arijohn Georgette 

NOROLALAO Seheno Nicole 
(Analavory) 
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(Fianarantsoa) 

15:10 – 15:20 
 

RANDRIAMPARANY Lovasoa 
(Ambalavao) 

BAVY Blandine 
(Toamasina) 

RAFANOMEZANTSOA Bertrand Jean Mizaël 
(Anjoman‟Ankona) 

15:20 – 15:30 
 

RASAMOELINA Le Blanc 
(Malaimbandy) 

ONJIARISOA Stella 
(Anosimena) 

RAHANTANTANDRAIBE Edouard Christiane 
(Miandrivazo) 

15:30 – 15:40 
 

RASOLOFOARINIVO 
Andrianantenaina Alphone 
(Ambalavao) 

RAFARAMIHANTA Bodosahondra 
(Soavinandrina) 

RAHARIMALALA Natofa Resisika 
(Malaimbandy) 

15:40 – 15:50 
 
 
 

RAVELONIRINA Noël Patrice 
(Andoharanomaitso) 

RAHANITRARINAIVO Mamy Patricia 
(Ambositra) 

RAHELINIRINA Gisèle 
(Mahavelona-Foulpointe) 

15:50 – 16:00 RAZAFINJATOVO Tinasoa 
(Antananarivo) 

RAHARINIRINA Marie Ignace 
(Sahambavy) 

RAHERISOA Vololona Victorine 
(Miantso)  

16:00 – 16:10 RANDRIANAJAONA Lydia Monique 
Heriarisoa 
(Majunga) 

 
NANTENAINA Sariaka 
(Antananarivo) 

16:10 – 16:2O 

 

 RASOLOFOHERISON Honoré 
(Ambohimirary) 
 

16:20 – 16:50 Questions and answers Questions and answers Questions and answers 
 

16:50 – 17:00 Voting Voting Voting 

17:00 – 17:30 Judges Feed back 

 
DAY 2: Tuesday 13 March 2012 

 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: 
 VBG REPONSE 
Venue 1: Royal 

CATEGORY:  
VBG REPONSE 
Venue 2: Empereur 

CATEGORY:  
Leadership Sénior 
Venue 3: Prestige 
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CHAIR Eugène MANGALAZA André RASOLO Céline Marie Yolande VIA 
RAPPORTEUR Nicole RAMBELO Voahangy RAZAFINIMAVO Hajavonjiniaina RAKOTOARISOA 

JUDGES Hary RAZAFINIMPIASA 
Charles ANDRIAMASINORO 
Graziella MASINDRAZANA 

Vero RANAIVOSON 
Johanesa NIANDONIRINA 
Patricia DJIVADJEE 

Lily RAZAFIMBELO 
Colette VAOHITA 
Marie Ange TIFANA 

VOTING 
OFFICERS 

Faly RABEKOTO Lantosoa RAHAJAVOLONA Ludonie VELOTRASINA 

Presentations 

8:30 – 8:40 
 

MAHEFARISOA Ony Elisette  
(Andriambilany) 

ANDRIANAIVO Felix Rajosvah 
(Miarinavaratra) 

RAHERISOA Vololona Victorine 
(Miantso) 

8:40 – 8:50 
 

RAZAFINIMARO Pascaline  
(Antanamiarana) 

DIANELA Eliasy Cinna  
(Fianarantsoa) 

RAKOTOARIMANANA René 
(Mahazina) 

8:50 – 9:00 
 

RALAIVAO Albert 
(Andoharanomaitso) 

HARIVOLOLONA Andriantsoa 
(Toamasina) 

RAKOTOMALALA Yvette Marine 
(Andriambilany) 

9:00 – 9:10 
 

RANDIMBIARISON Jean-Martial 
(Andriambilany) 

LANTONIAINA Mamy Henriette 
(Ambohibary) 

RANDRARIMANANA Fanjaniaina Emelie 
(Toamasina) 

9:10 – 9:20 
 

RAMANAMISATA Julie Beby  
(Antananarivo) 

RAHELIARISOA Voahirana Françoise 
(Tsiafahy) 

RANDRIAMANJARY Radonanosy Malala 
(Miandrivazo) 

9:20 – 9:30 
  

RAKOTOARIMANANA Estella 
(Mahavelona-Foulpointe) 

RANOROMALALA Lantoharitiana 
(Antananarivo) 

9:30 – 9:40 
   

RASOAMPIONONA Marie Louise 
(Mahazina) 

9:40 – 9:50 
   

RAVALORIAKA Robert Eva Monique 
(Manjankadriana) 

9:50 – 10:20 Questions and answers Questions and answers Questions and answers 

10:20 – 
10:30 Voting Voting Voting 

10:30 – 
11:00 Coffee break 
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Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY:  
LEADERSHIP SENIOR 
Venue 1: Royal 
 

CATEGORY: 
VBG  Prévention 
Venue 2: Empereur 
 

CATEGORY:  
VBG REPONSE 
Venue 3: Prestige 
 

CHAIR Eugène MANGALAZA André RASOLO Celine Marie Yolande Via 
RAPPORTEUR Nicole RAMBELO Voahangy RAZAFINIMAVO Harilala ANDRIANARIVELO 
JUDGES Hary RAZAFINIMPIASA 

Charles ANDRIAMASINORO 
Graziella MASINDRAZANA 

Vero RANAIVOSON 
Johanesa NIANDONIRINA 
Patricia DJIVADJEE 

Rolande RAMASOMANANA 
Tolotra ANDRIAMANANA 
Mamy RABESAHALA 

VOTING 
OFFICERS 

Faly RABEKOTO Lantosoa RAHAJAVOLONA Amina 

Presentations 

11:00 – 11:10 
 

RAVAOARIMALALA Volana  
(Ambanitsena) 

ANDRIANAIVO Mamilalaina René 
(Ambalavao) 

RASOANANTOANINA Bernadette 
(Ambilobe) 

11:10 – 11:20 RAVOAHANGINIRINA Louisette 
Tantely 
(Andriambilany) 

BEVAHINY Léa Dorothée 
(Antanamitarana) 

RASOLOARIVELO Jean Paul 
(Ambalavao) 

11:20 – 11:30 
 

RAZAFINDRASOA Hantanirina 
(Diego Suarez) 

FELAMBONY Prisca 
(Analavory) 

RASOLOMAMPIONINA Arline  
(Anjoman'Akona) 

11:30 – 11:40 
 

RAZANADRAVAO Marie Joséphine 
(Isalo) 

KALAVITA Severine 
(Anjinjaomby) 

RAVALONANDRASANA Hajarivoniharilalla 
(Antananarivo) 

11:40 – 11:50 
 RAZANAMAHEFA Juliette 

(Analavory) 

MANATOMBONA Sandratra Samolina 
Angelas 
(Anjoman'Akona) 

RAZAFIMANANTSOA Mamy Niaina 
(Ambohimirary) 

11:50 – 12:00 
 

SAFY Marie Laurette 
(Ambilobe) 

MIARAMBOLA Irène 
(Diego Suarez) 

RAZAKARIASY Denise Arlette 
(Diego Suarez) 

12:00 – 12:10 
 

TOTO Arne Angéline 
(Antanamitarana) 

RABENANDRASANA Jean Pierre 
(Ivato Aéroport) 

TOLOJANAHARY Jean Fridol 
(Ialananindro) 

12:10 – 12:20 
 

REGIS 
(Anjinjaomby) 

RAKOTOVAO Janvier Odilon 
(Malaimbandy) 

RAFETISOANIRINA Anjarasoa Romychou 
(Antananarivo) 
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12:20 – 12:30 SENDRASOA Vonifanja Lilia 
(Tanambao Ihosy) 

RALAHAJANAHARY Léonard 
(Miarinavaratra)  

12:30 - 13:00 Questions and answers Questions and answers Questions and answers 

13:00 – 13:10 
 Voting 

Voting Voting 

13:00 – 14:30 
 
 

LUNCH 
 
 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: PREVENTION/ 
GENRE ET GOUVERNANCE 
Venue 1: Royal 
 

CATEGORY:  
VBG SOUTIEN 
Venue 2: Empereur 
 

CATEGORY: LEADERSHIP 
JUNIOR/CHANGEMENT CLIMATIQUE 
Venue 3: Prestige 
 

CHAIR Eugène MANGALAZA André RASOLO Céline Marie Yolande VIA 
RAPPORTEUR Nicole RAMBELO Voahangy RAZAFINIMAVO Harilala ANDRIANARIVELO 
JUDGES Hary RAZAFINIMPIASA 

Charles ANDRIAMASINORO 
Graziella MASINDRAZANA 

Vero RANAIVOSON 
Johanesa NIANDONIRINA 
Patricia DJIVADJEE 

Rolande RAMASOMANANA 
Tolotra ANDRIAMANANA 
Mamy RABESAHALA 

VOTING 
OFFICERS 

Faly RABEKOTO Lantosoa RAHAJAVOLONA Amina 

Presentations 

14:30 – 14:40 
 
 

RAMANANTENASOA Helena  
(Fianarantsoa) JEANNODA Norotiana 

(Antananarivo) 
RABEMANANJARA William 
(Tsiafahy) 

14:40 – 14:50 
 

RANDIMBIALIFERA Alice Aimée  
(Diego Suarez) 

LESOA Françoise Noeline 
(Ambilobe) 

RAHERIJAONA Joyce Edditina 
(Toamasina) 

14:50 – 15:00 
 

RAVELOARIMANANA Harivola 
Yolande  
(Andoharanofotsy) 

MANAMBITA Andriamahasolo René 
(Toamasina) 

RANDRIANASOLO Herilala Emile 
(Tsiafahy) 

15:00 – 15:10 
 

RAKOTONJANAHARY Lova Adoxie  
(Miarinavaratra) 

RABENARSON Eliane 
(Analavory) 

RAVOLANIAINA Nofy Fleurys 
(Ivato Aéroport) 
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15:10 – 15:20 
 

RAKOTOHARIJAONA Henitsoa 
(Genre et gouvernance) 
(Antananarivo) 

RAHANITRINITSIMBA Lalao 
Mandimbisoa 
(Ivato Aéroport) 

VAORAZAFY Lygie 
(Diego Suarez) 

15:20 – 15:30 
 

RABENORO Mireille 
 (Genre et gouvernance) 
(Antananarivo) 

RAKOTONIAINA Kazackhe Dianah 
(Ambatofotsy) 
 

LIDITTE Angèle 
(Antanamitarana) 

15:30 – 15:40 
 

RAZAFINDEHIBE Nathalie 
 (Genre et gouvernance) 
(Antananarivo) 

RAVALORIAKA Robert Eva Monique  
(Manjankadriana) 

RAZANOELINA Léontine 
(Andriambilany) 

15:40 – 15:50 RANOROVAOARILALA Philippine 
(Genre et gouvernance) 
(Anjoman‟Akona) 
 

RALAIARIMANANA Herizo John 
(Tsiafahy)  

15:50 – 16:20 Questions and answers Questions and answers Questions and answers 

16:20 – 16:30 Voting Voting Voting 

16:30 – 17:00 Judges Feed-back  
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DAY 3: Wednesday 14 March 2012 
 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY:  
ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
Venue 1: Royal 
 

CATEGORY:  
VBG PREVENTION 
Venue 2: Empereur 
 

CATEGORY:  
VBG SOUTIEN 
Venue 3: Prestige 
 

CATEGORY:PREVENTION 
Venue 4: Excellence 

National 
Plateform 
for GBV 
fight 
Indian 
Ocean  
Plenary 

CHAIR Eugène MANGALAZA André RASOLO Maria 
RAHARINARIVONIRINA 

Céline Marie Yolande VIA Drafing 
of terms 
of  the 
platform 
terms of 
reference 

RAPPORTEUR Nicole RAMBELO Voahangy RAZAFINIMAVO Harilala 
ANDRIANARIVELO 

Hajavonjiniaina 
RAKOTOARISOA 

JUDGES Hary RAZAFINIMPIASA 
Charles ANDRIAMASINORO 
Graziella MASINDRAZANA 

Vero RANAIVOSON 
Johanesa NIANDONIRINA 
Patricia DJIVADJEE 

Rolande 
RAMASOMANANA 
Tolotra ANDRIAMANANA 
Mamy RABESAHALA 

Lily RAZAFIMBELO 
Colette VAOHITA 
Marie Ange TIFANA 

VOTING 
OFFICERS 

Faly RABEKOTO Lantosoa RAHAJAVOLONA Ludonie VELOTRASINA Amina 

Presentations 

8:30 – 8:40 RAKOTOMALALA   
Irma Haritiana 
(Morondava) 

RAMIARAMANDRIMBISOA 
Jeannette 
(Andriambilany) 

RAKOTOVAO Razaivelo 
Noro 
(Antananarivo) 

RAZAFINDRAMIARANA 
Jeannine  
(Sahambavy) 

8:40 – 8:50 RAKOTOZAFY  
Lolonotahina Francia 
(Tsiafahy) 

RANDRIANAIVO Augustin 
Ibraham 
(Manjakandriana) 

RAMIA Helinoro 
(Tsiafahy) 

RAVAOHARISOA Perle 
(Miarinavaratra) 

8:50 – 9:00 RAMAROVAO Laurentine 
(Miarinavaratra) 

RANDRIANANDRASANA 
Martin 
(Sahambavy) 

RAMIANDRISOA 
Solomon 
(Anjoman'Akona) 

RAZANAMASY Marie Chantal 
(Fianarantsoa) 

9:00 – 9:10 RAMINAHISOA RANDRIANJAFY Vincent RAZAFIARISOA Maria RAZARIMANANA 
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VOAHANGINIRINA Mamy 
Olga 
(Diego Suarez) 

(Malaimbandy) 
 

Joséphine 
(Sahambavy) 

Jacquelin 
(Fianarantsoa) 

9:10 – 9:20 RANEDSON Zelfina 
(Miantso) 

RASEDISON Ferdinand 
(Andriambilany) 

RAZAINJAFY Florine 
(Antamiana) 

RASOLOARIVELO 
Evelyne Fleurette 
(Ambohibary) 

9:20 – 9:30 RANIVONIRINA Mamy 
(Ambalavao) 

RATOVOSON Juliana 
(Ambatondrazaka) 

RAZAKAINA  
Herilala Tsimba 
(Diego Suarez) 

 

9:30 – 9:40 RADAZA Havana Elysa 
(Diego Suarez) 
 

 VONJIARIMAMPIONONA 
Justine  
(Sahambavy) 

 

9:40 – 10:00 Questions and answers Questions and answers Questions and answers Questions and answers 

10:00 – 10:10 Voting Voting Voting Voting 

10:00 – 10:30 Coffee break 
 
 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY:ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
Venue 1: Royal 
 

CATEGORY:  
VBG SOUTIEN 
Venue 3: Prestige 
 

Drafting of an action plan 

CHAIR Eugène MANGALAZA Maria RAHARINARIVONIRINA 
RAPPORTEUR Nicole RAMBELO Harilala ANDRIANARIVELO 

JUDGES Hary RAZAFINIMPIASA 
Charles ANDRIAMASINORO 
Graziella MASINDRAZANA 

Rolande RAMASOMANANA 
Tolotra ANDRIAMANANA 
Mamy RABESAHALA 

VOTING 
OFFICERS 

Faly RABEKOTO Ludonie VELOTRASINA 

Presentations 
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10:30 – 10:40 RASOANANDRASANA Albertine  
(Tsiafahy) 

RAZANATSOA Vallentine 
(Sahambavy) 

 

10:40 – 10:50 RASOANJANAHARY Clotilde 
(Mahazina) 

SAMBITSARA Louisette Simone 
(Diego Suarez) 

10:50 – 11:00 BEANONA Paulson 
(Anjinjaomby) 

ZANAMINO Josoa  
(Antanamitarana) 

11:00 – 11:10 RAVOAHANGINIRINA Louisette Tantely 
(Andriambilany) 

BENY Serge 
(Sambava) 

11:10 – 11:20 RAZAFINDRANOSY Brice 
(Ampanihy) 

RAZAFINDRAZILY Zananesy 
(Diego Suarez) 

11:20 – 11:30 RAKOTOMANANA Harilala 
(Antanambao Marolambo) 

 

11:30 – 12:00 Questions and answers Questions and answers 

12:00 – 12:10 Voting Voting 

12:10 – 14:30 Lunch Vote count and reimbursement 

14:30 – 17:00 Plenary session 

 Launch of the Ocean Indian Platform of GBV actors  

 Launch of the fight against Gender Based Violence Hymn « Resaho ny herisetra » 

 Award and Closing ceremony of  the summit 
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 COE PROGRAMME 
 

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                        

MADAGASCAR GENDER JUSTICE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUMMIT AND AWARDS 
"365 days of collective local action to end gender violence and to empower women” 

CENTRE DE CONFERENCES INTERNATIONALES IVATO 
ANTANANARIVO-MADAGASCAR   12 -14 March 2012 

DAY 1: Monday 12 March 2012 

9:00 - 9:20 Parade of participants 

9:20 - 9:50  Plenary  
 Chair : Ialfine PAPISY, Gender Links Madagascar Officer 

Welcoming address : Monique RAKOTOANOSY, GL Board Member 
Speech by Loga VIRASHAWMY, Gender Links Mauritius, in charge of francophone countries. 
Speech by Mayor of Local Council of  Ivato Aéroport 
Partners‟ Messages (SAHA programme, Babeo project  and Association of Gender Sensitive Elected People) 
UNFPA Representative „s address 
Official address 

9:50 - 10:05 GBV Taking Stock : Ministry of  Population and Social Affairs 

10:05 - 10:45 Panel discussion on Reproduction Health and Gender Based Violence  

 Panel : Johanita NDAHIMANANJARA, Ministry of Public Health 
             Doctor Solomandresy RATSARAZAKA, UNFPA 
              Amina AHMED, GBV Expert  
              Soalimana VAO, Adolescent Reproduction Health 

10:45 – 11:00 Feed back from audience 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee break 

11:30 – 11:45 Exhibition of  information medium, visual aids  , (think tank) and film projection on reproduction health 
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11:45 – 12:00 Setting the scene and program  of the three day summit 

12:00 – 13:00 Distribution of participants in the four venues. 
Clarifications of the presentation proceedings 

12:00 – 13:00 Distribution of participants in the four venues. 
Clarifications of the presentation proceedings 

13:00 – 14:30 Lunch  

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: COE - INSTITUTION 
Venue: Plenary session 
 

CATEGORY: COE - INSTITUTION 
Venue 4: Excellence 

CHAIR Monique Rakotoanosy Loga VIRASHAWMY 
RAPPORTEUR Ludonie VELOTRASINA Hajavonjiniaina RAKOTOARISOA 
JUDGES Colette VAOHITA Lily RAZAFIMBELO 

Marie Ange TIFANA 

Presentations ( 15 min presentation – 10mn  questions /Answers) 

14:30 – 14:55 
 

BEANARANA Jeanne Ursela - Anjijaomby REBEMANAJARA Justin - Analavory 

14:55 – 15:20 
 

MAHAMBY Romain - Anosimena RAJAOVELO Rivonarinjaka - Miantso 

15: 20 – 15:45 
 

RAFANIRIANTSOA Stéphanoel - Mahazina RAKOTOMALALA Yvette Marine - Andriambilany 

15:45 – 16:10 
 

RANDRIAMAHEFA Justin - Tsiafahy NOROZAFY Marie Emma - Antsahampano 

16:10 – 16:35 RAHERIMANANTSOA Andrianary Tianarivo - 
Miarinavaratra 
 

BOTO - Ampanihy 

16:35 – 16:45 Judges voting  

17:00 – 17:30 Judges Feed-back  
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DAY 2: Tuesday 13 March 2012 
 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: COE - Institution 
Venue 3: PLenary Session 
 

CATEGORY: COE - Institution 
Venue 4: Excellence 

CHAIR Monique RAKOTOANOSY Maria RAHARINARIVONIRINA, Loga V 
RAPPORTEUR Ludonie VELOTRASINA Hajavonjiniaina RAKOTOARISOA 
JUDGES Colette VAOHITA Lily RAZAFIMBELO 

Marie Ange TIFANA 

Presentations 

8:30 – 8:55 
 RAKOTOMALALA Fanjaharisoa – Sub urbain Toamasina RAMILISON Hery Lalaina - Soavinadriana 

8:55 – 9:20 
 RAKOTONDRASOA Francois Victor - Manjakandriana RANDRANIRINA Aimé Robert - sahambavy 

9:20 – 9:45 
 RAKOTONIAINA Eric – Mahavelona Foulpointe RAHARISON Roger Fidèle – Alakamisy Itenina 

9:45 – 10:10 
 RAKOTONINDRINA Lalaorihova Annicet - Malaimbandy RAKOTONDRASOA Francklin - Manambina 

10:10 – 10:35 
   

10:35 – 11:00 Coffee break 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: COE - Institution 
Venue 3: Plenary session 
 

CATEGORY: COE - Institution 
Venue 4: Excellence 

CHAIR Monique RAKOTOANOSY Maria RAHARINARIVONIRINA, Loga V 
RAPPORTEUR Ludonie VELOTRASINA Hajavonjiniaina RAKOTOARISOA 
JUDGES Colette VAOHITA Lily RAZAFIMBELO 

Marie Ange TIFANA 

Presentations 

11:00 – 11:25 RASOAMANIRY - Ambatondrazaka RATOVOHERY Monique - CUA 
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11:25 – 11:50 RASOAMIARAMANANA Goddefrin – Ivato aéroport 
 RATSIMBAZAFY Gisèle Annick - Ambohibary 

11:50 – 12:15 
 RASOLOFOHERISOA Honoré - Ambohimirary RAZANADRAKOTO Noeline - Andoharanomaintso 

12:15 – 12:40 
 RASOLONDRAIBE Jean Philemon – Anjoman‟Ankona RAZANAMAHAFA Njatonirina - Ambalavao 

12:40 – 13:05   
 RAZANADRAVAO marie Josephine - Isalo RAZANARAZO Yvonne Arlette - CUT 

13:00 – 
14:30 LUNCH 

Parallel 
sessions 

CATEGORY: COE - Institution 
Venue 3: Plenary session 
 

CATEGORY: COE - Institution 
Venue 4: Excellence 

CHAIR Monique RAKOTOANOSY Maria RAHARINARIVONIRINA, Loga V 
RAPPORTEUR Ludonie VELOTRASINA Hajavonjiniaina RAKOTOARISOA 
JUDGES Colette VAOHITA Lily RAZAFIMBELO 

Marie Ange TIFANA 

14:30 – 14:55 
 
 

TELOLAHY Pierre - mahanoro 

RALALARISOA Céline - Ambovombe 

14:55 – 15:20 
 

TOMBOROBY - Antanamintarana 
RASOAMANANDRAY Jeanette - Ialananindro 

16:25 – 
17:00 

Judges Feed-back 
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DAY 3: Wednesday 14 March 2012 
 

08:00 – 10:30 Travel fares reimbursement at UNFPA office 

10: 30 – 11:30 Return to CCI 

12:15 – 14:30 Lunch break 

14:30 – 17:00 Plenary 

 Launch of Indian Ocean GBV actors Platform 
Launch of the fight against GBV hymn «Resaho ny herisetra » 
Awards and Closing ceremony of the Summit 
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Annex C: Summary of Entries  
 
 

LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Antanamitarina LIDITTE Angèle Climate Change 032 04 189 76 lidittea@yahoo.fr 

The study examined the impact of climate change 
these last years, she noticed its harmful impact on 
the daily life inside the local council. She not only 
organized a mass awareness rising session on 
reforestation but also made an application for the 
installation of a safe water system in her 
community.  

Andriambilana RAZANOELINA Léontine Climate Change 034 84 636 44 onymahefa@gmail.com 

Sensitization on the bad impacts of environment 
pollution and the benefits of reforestation. The 
association conducted campaigns within schools, 
councils and villages. 

Mahazina Ambositra 
RASOANJANAHARY 
Clotilde 

Economic 
Development 033 01 520 14 

clotilderasoanjanahary@
yahoo.fr 

The project is targeted to jobless women. She 
helped women in her village to learn works that 
can help them earn money, such as handcrafting. 

Miarinavaratra RAMAROVAO Laurentine 
Economic 
Development   

laurentineramarovao@y
ahoo.fr 

Identification of the needs of women in matter of 
resource within her village and lobbying within the 
leaders of the council to implement women‟s 
projects. 

Anjoman'ankona 
RAFANOMEZANTSOA 
Bertrand Jean Mizaël 

Economic 
development 033 71 983 51 

rbertrandjeanmizael@ya
hoo.fr 

Sensitization and public awareness concerning 
new agricultural techniques, plantation of fruits, 
especially orange. 
 

Tsiafahy 
RASOANANDRASANA 
Albertine  

Economic 
development 033 82 803 43 

albertine_raivo8@yahoo
.fr 

The Association financed some women‟s projects. 
After one year of existence, the association have 
managed to help hundreds of women.  

mailto:lidittea@yahoo.fr
mailto:onymahefa@gmail.com
mailto:clotilderasoanjanahary@yahoo.fr
mailto:clotilderasoanjanahary@yahoo.fr
mailto:laurentineramarovao@yahoo.fr
mailto:laurentineramarovao@yahoo.fr
mailto:rbertrandjeanmizael@yahoo.fr
mailto:rbertrandjeanmizael@yahoo.fr
mailto:albertine_raivo8@yahoo.fr
mailto:albertine_raivo8@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Alasora AHMED Amina 
Economic 
development 

033 72 665 91 
ou 034 01 755 
25 

amina.ahmed.mada@g
mail.com 

Support of women survivors of violence. This 
association trains women in embroidery.  

Tsiafahy 
RAKOTOZAFY 
Lolonatahina Francia 

Economic 
development 

033 61 249 17 
ou 034 08 326 
69 istu@oasis@yahoo.fr 

Economical support and training of women in 
agriculture and stockbreeding. The association 
intervene in the level of small villages and in the 
level of the council. 

Ambalavao RANIVONIRINA Mamy 
Economic 
development 034 10 415 75 

ranivonirinamamy@yaho
o.fr 

Lobbying within political leaders and council 
managers to finance women‟s projects.  
Counselling of women to improve their business. 

Miandrivazo 
RAHANTANDRAIBE 
Edouard Christine  

Economic 
development  

  

Facilitation of the deliverance of administrative 
papers such as birth certificate and identification 
card 
Campaigns to fight against illiteracy 

Ambohimirary 
RASOLOFOHERISON 
Honoré 

Economic 
development 

033 14 637 75 
ou 032 83 865 
37 

rasolofoherisonhonor@y
ahoo.fr 
 
 
 
 

Encouraging women to keep their crops in safe 
place; support in building the office of land 
owning; encouraging women to express their ideas 
during council meetings and facilitation of the 
creation of women associations. 

Ankazomanga atsimo 
RAHERISOA Vololona 
Victorine 

Economic 
development 

034 02 670 52 
ou 033 15 677 
07 vololonaheris@yahoo.fr 

The association provides freely seeds of “OVIALA”, 
a kind of potato which brings the same nutritional 
values as rice. 

Miantso RANEDSON Zelfina 
Economic 
development 033 81 217 89 

zelifinaranedson@yahoo
.fr 

Facilitation of women‟s access to land property 
and encourage women in the village to acquire 
lands. 

Antanambao 
Maroloambo 

RAKOTOMANANA 
Harilala 

Economic 
development     

She trained some associations of women to use 
new agricultural techniques and sensitized jobless 
women to participate in economical life. 

mailto:amina.ahmed.mada@gmail.com
mailto:amina.ahmed.mada@gmail.com
mailto:istu@oasis@yahoo.fr
mailto:ranivonirinamamy@yahoo.fr
mailto:ranivonirinamamy@yahoo.fr
mailto:rasolofoherisonhonor@yahoo.fr
mailto:rasolofoherisonhonor@yahoo.fr
mailto:vololonaheris@yahoo.fr
mailto:zelifinaranedson@yahoo.fr
mailto:zelifinaranedson@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Foulpointe RAHELINIRINA Gisèle 
Economic 
development 033 04 983 43 

giselerahelinirina11@ya
hoo.fr 

Creation of an association of women; collaboration 
and lobbying within the mayor for the 
implementation of a new market place where 
women can sell properly their goods. 

Foulpointe RADAZA Havana Elysa 
Economic 
development 032 58 132 84 elysahavana@yahoo.fr 

Participation in the awareness raising campaign to 
encourage women to practice new agricultural 
systems 

Diégo 

RAMINAHISOA 
VOAHANGINIRINA 
Mamy Olga 

Economic 
development 032 44 058 24   

She conducted a project which focused on the 
capacity building of women concerning project 
managing in her village. This project was very 
successful because after the trainings, many 
women were able to set up their own business.  

Analavory 
NOROLALAO Seheno 
Noéline Nicole 

Economic 
development 034 18 460 60 

norolalaosehenonicole@
yahoo.fr 

Training and support of jobless and needy women. 
They elaborated a system of micro finance for 15 
women. 

Sahambavy 

ANTRANIORY 
Mamiarivao Suzanne 
Alfrédie 

Economic 
development 032 55 172 26 antraniory@gmail.com 

Encouraging women to create legally associations 
and search of funding for these associations. They 
work closely with the State and some international 
organizations. 

Morondava 
RAKOTOMALALA Irma 
Haritiana 

Economic 
development 03255 447 06   

The case study examined the need to develop a 
strategy for the local economic development to 
ensure resources within the council would be 
income generating.  As economic development 
cannot be dissociated from the safety of goods, 
properties and people. 

Morondava 
AMBELOMANY Rosy 
Blandine 

Economic 
development 033 11 458 89   

Door to door sensitization of jobless women to act 
and to participate in increasing the revenue of the 
family. Sensitized women received some trainings 
concerning agriculture and breeding techniques. 

mailto:giselerahelinirina11@yahoo.fr
mailto:giselerahelinirina11@yahoo.fr
mailto:elysahavana@yahoo.fr
mailto:norolalaosehenonicole@yahoo.fr
mailto:norolalaosehenonicole@yahoo.fr
mailto:antraniory@gmail.com
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Ampanihy RAZAFINDRANOSY Brice 
Economic 
development     

Implementation of a project of women 
empowerment. The association gave trainings, 
economical and material support to needy women 
in the council. 

Malaimbandy 
RAHARIMALALA Natofa 
Resisika 

Economic 
development 033 21 796 84   

Rehabilitation of dam to improve the production of 
vegetables and rice 
  

Andriambilana 
RAVOAHANGINIRINA 
Louisette Tantely 

Economic 
development 033 28 210 87 

evelyne_fleurette2@yah
oo.fr 

Facilitation of women‟s access in micro finance 
agencies and conduction of information campaign 
to inform them on the benefits of integrating micro 
finance agencies. 

Anjoman'ankona 
RAKOTONDRABE 
Manitrarivo HIV AIDS 033 17 311 36 

ramanitrarivo@yahoo.fr Door to door campaign, mobile movie, distribution 
of condoms and books. The project has existed 
since 2006 

Mahazina Ambositra 
RAHANTAMALALA  
Josephine HIV AIDS 033 08 161 42 

  Conjugal counselling within villages; encourage 
young people to practice sports and to use 
condoms. 
 

Ambalavao 

RASOLOFOARINIVO 
Andrianantenaina 
Alphone HIV AIDS 

034 10 415 69 
ou 033 12 342 
70 

andrianantenaina.solofo
@hotmail.fr 

The study used a creative manner and approach 
to address the issue of HIV/AIDS.  As a 
professional community animator he was able to 
break taboos related to sexual education which 
was discarded by the parents within his 
community before.  

Ivato Aéroport 
MAMIARISOA José 
Arthur HIV AIDS 

033 28 728 17 
ou 034 01 876 
68 

josmamiarisoa@yahoo.fr The association “Union des Jeunes de la Cité 
Barrès” (UJCB), at Ivato airport council sensitized 
the population especially young people and 
militaries on the spreading of HIV and AIDS. 

mailto:evelyne_fleurette2@yahoo.fr
mailto:evelyne_fleurette2@yahoo.fr
mailto:ramanitrarivo@yahoo.fr
mailto:andrianantenaina.solofo@hotmail.fr
mailto:andrianantenaina.solofo@hotmail.fr
mailto:josmamiarisoa@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Ambalavao 
RANDRIAMPARANY 
Lovasoa HIV AIDS O32 69 721 15 

lovasoa-
parany9@yahoo.fr 
 
 
 

Public and door to door sensitization concerning 
the use of condoms, the benefits of having one 
sexual partner and free detection of HIV. 

Antananarivo 
RAZAFINJATOVO 
Tinasoa HIV AIDS 

033 13 825 08 
ou 032 43 221 
66 

razafinjatovotianasoa@y
ahoo.fr 

Support of the persons with positive HIV through 
giving them information and counselling; 
encourage doctors to use sterilized tools 

Mahajanga 
RANDRIANAJAONA 
Lydia Monique HIV AIDS     

Sensitization of the population on the way to 
protect themselves against HIV and AIDS; 
encourage doctors to use sterilized tools and 
warning positive HIV women not to breastfeed 
their new born babies. 

Andoharanomaintso 
RAVELONIRINA Noël 
Patrice HIV AIDS 032 65 547 52 nirintsoa@ymail.com 

Collaboration with the mayors and chief of villages 
for the organization of public meetings concerning 
the sensitization on HIV and AIDS and the use of 
condoms. 
 

Anosimena 
NOMENJANAHARY EL-
RAJA Bien-Aimé HIV AIDS 032 61 657 19 

edouard-
christine@hotmail.fr 

Sensitization within 7 villages to encourage people 
to make detection of HIV. 284, 230 women and 54 
men persons did the detection. The project was 
done in three more councils after. 
 

Malaimbandy RASAMOELINA Le Blanc HIV/AIDS 
032 04 705 05 
033 01 864 13 

herivelomanana@yahoo.
fr 

After examining the alarming statistics of young 
people addicted to drug and practising 
prostitution, the association decided to conduct 
awareness raising on HIV and AIDS within the 
council. 
 

mailto:lovasoa-parany9@yahoo.fr
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Ivato aéroport 
RAVOLANIAINA Nofy 
Flainys 

Youth 
Leadership 033  78 345 17 volanofy@yahoo.fr 

Creation of an Association for Human Rights and 
the fight against GBV 

Tsiafahy 
RABEMANANJARA 
William 

Youth 
Leadership 033 71 571 14 

williamrabemananjara@
yahoo.fr 

A student, a teacher and a leader within a 
religious organization, he shows great knowledge 
with regard   to monitoring youth and displayed a 
great amount of persuasion techniques.  

Tsiafahy 
RANDRIANASOLO 
Herilala Emile 

Youth 
Leadership 033 06 430 33 

herilala_emile7@yahoo.f
r 

Encourage young people to practice sports and 
distribution of pamphlets containing important 
information on reproduction health for young men 
and women.  

Toamasina 
RAHERIJAONA Joyce 
Edditina 

Youth 
Leadership 

032 78 48 094 
034 17 141 80 adathney@yahoo.com 

Sensitization of young prostitutes to search for 
other financial occupations. 

Diégo VAORAZAFY Lygie 
Youth 
Leadership 032 42 961 72 sam_roseline@yahoo.fr 

Campaigns of information and sensitization within 
schools concerning conflict resolution and peace 
maintain in order to promote gender equality and 
end violence. 
 

Ambatondrazaka RATOVOSON Juliana Prevention 034 38 108 30 
ratovosonjuliana@yahoo
.fr 

Being a teacher, she informed her students on the 
possible forms of violence that can be perpetrated 
against them. She elaborated a project to write 
pamphlets intended to young girls to prevent 
violence. 

Anjoman'ankona 

MANATOMBONA 
Sandratra Samolina 
Angelas Prevention 033 09 319 72 

manatombonasandratra
@yahoo.fr 

Partnership with the council‟s managers to inform 
people on the laws concerning land and properties 
owning. 

Miarinavaratra RAVAOHARISOA Perle Prevention 032 45 635 15 pepesoa60@yahoo.fr 

Creation of an Association which fight against GBV 
and organization of different activities within the 
council. 

mailto:volanofy@yahoo.fr
mailto:williamrabemananjara@yahoo.fr
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mailto:herilala_emile7@yahoo.fr
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Ivato aéroport 
RABENANADRASANA 
Jean Pierre Prevention 

033 12 926 29 
ou 034 71 411 
87 rabenajp@gmail.com 

Research and compilation of violence cases 
reported to the police and elaboration of strategies 
to address GBV. 

Ambalavao 
ANDRIANAIVO 
Mamilalaina René Prevention 033 17 420 96 

raliharimanana@yahoo.f
r 

Descent in field and sensitization of rural 
population on Human Rights. 

Manjakandriana 
RANDRIANAIVO 
Augustin Ibraham Prevention 034 84 002 79 

 

Member of a religious group, he sensitized the 
other members of the association on GBV and its 
bad impacts on psychological, physical and mental 
health of the victims. 

Diégo BEVAHINY Léa Dorothée Prevention 

032 04 139 60 
ou 034 08 548 
94 

bevahinydorothy@yahoo
.fr 

Campaigns of information and sensitization within 
small villages concerning the definition of violence, 
its manifestation and its bad impacts. 

Diégo MIARAMBOLA Irène Prevention 

032 04 052 38 
ou 034 29 236 
24 

mpanazavadiana@yahoo
.fr 

 Encourage young people to practice sport to 
prevent drug addiction and alcoholism. 

Analavory FELAMBONY Prisca Prevention 033 81 334 56 Anniescu85@yahoo.fr 

Sensitization within churches and supporting the 
checking of legal papers for selling alcohol. 

Sahambavy 
RANDRIANANDRASANA 
Martin Prevention 032 24 936 73 

ndrasanamartin@yahoo.
fr 
 
 
 

Compilation of violence cases and reporting in the 
association to take proper measures. 

Sahambavy 
RAZAFINDRAMIARANA 
Jeannine Prevention 

032 98 741 62 
034 19 619 09 

razafindramiaranaj@yah
oo.fr 

Prevention of violence through sensitization of the 
population especially women and children 

Fianarantsoa 
RAZANAMASY Marie 
Chantal Prevention 034 16 266 40 

razanamasichantal@gm
ail.com 

President of an association of women, she 
organized different activities related to violence 
and gender. 

mailto:rabenajp@gmail.com
mailto:raliharimanana@yahoo.fr
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mailto:bevahinydorothy@yahoo.fr
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Fianarantsoa 
RAZARIMANANA 
Jacquelin Prevention 034 85 773 08 rjquelin@yahoo.fr 

Encourage women victims of violence to dare to 
complain at the centre through radio sensitization.  

Malaimbandy RANDRIANJAFY Vincent Prevention 033 75 503 71   

Lobbying within the council to install public lamp in 
dark places of the town.  

Malaimbandy 
RAKOTOVAO Janvier 
Odilon Prevention 033 20 326 81   

Sensitization of women concerning the safest way 
to send money to avoid insecurity in the council. 

Anjinjaomby KALAVITA Severine Prevention     
Collaboration with doctors to prevent early 
pregnancy of girls in school.  

Andriambilana 
RAMIARAMANDRIMBISO
A Jeannette Prevention 033 14 179 01 leowillizek@yahoo.fr 

The association financed a project to sensitize 
young girls concerning reproduction health and 
sexual diseases. 

Andriambilana RASEDISON Ferdinand Prevention 033 40 635 91 seetantely@gmail.com 

Encouraging young women‟s access in public 
hospital so that they can be advised about sexual 
reproduction. 

Ambohibary 
RASOLOARIVELO 
Evelyne Fleurette Prevention 034 09 660 54 gisele_annick@yahoo.fr 

They conducted information campaigns on the 
manifestation of violence and the centres to be 
contacted in case of violence. 

Miarinavaratra 
ANDRIANAIVO Felix 
Rajosvah Response 

032 51 003 13 
033 11 623 45 josvahh@gmail.com 

Support of women abandoned by their husband, 
divorced or widower to inform them about their 
Rights. 

Manandrina 
RASOLOMAMPIONINA 
Arline  Response O33 40 513 96 

rasolomampiononaarline
@yahoo.fr 
 
 
 

Research on all the cases of violence in the village 
and counselling the victims about their Rights. 

Ambohibary 
RASOLOARIVELO Jean 
Paul Response 

033 41 070 57 
ou 034 04 504 
30 

jean.paulrasolo@yahoo.f
r 

Advising and supporting victims of violence in the 
centre, examine the case, doing conjugal 
counselling and helping in finding solutions. 

mailto:rjquelin@yahoo.fr
mailto:leowillizek@yahoo.fr
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Antananarivo 
RAFETISOANIRINA 
Anjarasoa Romychou Response 033 15 502 75 

rafetisoamychou@gmail.
com 

Giving occupations to jobless women, inspection of 
the cleanliness of the town and sensitization in the 
192 villages of the town. 

Ambohimirary 
RAZAFIMANANTSOA 
Mamy Niaina Response 032 81 707 83 

razafimanantsoamamyni
aina@yahoo.fr 

Sensitization on the bad effects of violence during 
parents‟ meeting of the school. 

Tsiafahy 
RAHELIARISOA 
Voahirana Françoise Response 033 29 908 28 

vaohirina73_soa@yahoo
.fr 

Collect fund to finance the schooling of children 
and give professional training to young people. 

Antananarivo 
RAVALONANDRASANA 
Hajarivoniharilala Response 033 15 540 27 yarilala@gmail.com 

Opening of a local library for everyone, facilitation 
of everyone‟s access to the library; research of 
funding for other books. 

Toamasina 
HARIVOLOLONA 
Andriantsoa Response 034 13 805 72 

aharivololona@yahoo.co
m 

Moral support to victims of violence through the 
centre.  

Foulpointe 
RAKOTOARIMANANA 
Estella Response 032 81 620 80 

estellarakotoarimanana
@yahoo.fr 

Counselling women victims of violence and 
facilitating conflicts concerning land property. 

Ambilombe 
RASOANANTOANINA 
Bernadette Response 032 07 506 01   

Support of children victims of violence through 
giving medical care, taking medical certificate and 
reporting to the police.  

Diégo 
RAZAKARIASY Denise 
Arlette Response 032 28 981 80   

Financial support of children victims of violence 
and reporting to the judiciary police. 

Fianarantsoa DIANELA Eliasy Cinna  Response 

032 07 502 57 
ou 034 08 752 
70 eliasycinna@yahoo.fr 

Sheltering women and children victims of violence. 

Andoharanomaintso RALIVAO Albert Response 020 75 943 81   
Psychological and moral support to women victims 
of violence and inform them about their Rights. 

Ialananindro 
TOLOJANAHARY Jean 
Fridol Response 032 71 535 69   

Creation of an association which fight against all 
forms of violence; organization of activities during 
the 16 days campaign. 

mailto:rafetisoamychou@gmail.com
mailto:rafetisoamychou@gmail.com
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Andriambilana 
RANDIMBIARISON Jean-
Martial Response 034 79 309 29 

mamy_lantonirina@yaho
o.fr 

Campaign of sensitization on the bad aspects of 
some traditional practices; inform on the new laws 
concerning marriage and divorce. 

Ambohibary 
LANTONIAINA Mamy 
Henriette Response   

damialinandimbisoa@ya
hoo.com 

To react against violence, she gave financial and 
moral support to children victims of violence in the 
village 

Andrefatsena 
Ambositra 

RAHANITRARINAIVO 
Mamy Patricia Leadership O33 75 279 25 

hanitrarinaivo@moov.m
g 

Sensitization of all the actors involved in the fight 
against GBV and inception of special budget 
allocated to gender activities.  

Mahazina Ambositra 
RAKOTOARIMANANA 
René Leadership 033 18 475 21   

Campaign of sensitization on women‟s Rights, the 
laws on gender equality. 

Mahazina Ambositra 
RASOAMPIONONA Marie 
Louise Leadership 033 09 476 45 

ramaria.mahazina@yaho
o.fr 

Setting up of an association of women which 
principle activities are the fight against GBV. 

Anosizato 
ANDRIAMBOLOLONA 
Laurence Aimée Leadership 

033 12 862 56 
ou 032 55 943 
47   

Support in the building of the public secondary 
school and the adduction of drinking water in the 
council. 

Antananarivo 
ANDRIAMOSE Lisiarisoa 
Veromalala Leadership 033 14 397 89 andverolisy@yahoo.fr 

Campaign of information concerning children‟s 
Rights, writing and editing of books on the fight 
against GBV and creation of a training centre. 
  

Soavinandriana 
RAFARAMIHANTA 
Bodosahondra Leadership 033 72 407 38 

 

She conducted a study concerning the basic needs 
of children. From the results of this study, she set 
up a centre to receive needy children and tech 
them reading and writing. 

Antananarivo 
RANOROMALALA 
Lantoharitiana Leadership 

033 29 614 52 
ou 034 05 527 
18 lanto2012@gmail.com 

Research on the problematic of promoting gender 
equality in the council and the manifestation of 
violence. 

mailto:mamy_lantonirina@yahoo.fr
mailto:mamy_lantonirina@yahoo.fr
mailto:damialinandimbisoa@yahoo.com
mailto:damialinandimbisoa@yahoo.com
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Ambanitsena 
RAVAOARIMALALA 
Volana  Leadership 033 14 476 87 yvetterael@yahoo.fr 

Moral, religious and financial support of people 
victims of violence. 

Manjakandriana RAVALORIAKA Eva Leadership 033 09 596 29 

ravaloriakaeva@yahoo.fr 
 
 

Giving solutions to women survivors of violence, 
implementation of a committee for the fight 
against GBV within the village. 

Ankazomanga atsimo 
RAHERISOA Vololona 
Victorine Leadership 

O33 15 677 07 
ou 034 02 670 
52 vololonaheris@yahoo.fr 

Medical support hospitalized women, financial 
backing of agriculture activities, organization of 
free circumcision, counselling survivors of violence. 

Toamasina 
RANDRARIMANANA 
Fanjaniaina Emelie Leadership 033 11 462 80 fanjaniain@gmail.com 

Running of the federation which is composed of 
several associations that fight against GBV and 
those who are with HIV. 

Toamasina BAVY Blandine Leadership 034 84 235 37 
blandine.bavy@yahoo.c
om 

Campaign of sensitization within households and 
within the villages and responsible of the listening 
and advising centre.  

Ambilombe SAFY Marie Laurette Leadership 032 41 665 12   
Participation in the sensitization and information 
campaigns with women associations. 

Anosimena  ONJIARISOA Stella Leadership 
  

She informed women and young women on the 
economical works that they can do in the council; 
she conducted several activities during the 16 days 
campaign. 

Antanamitarina TOTO Arne Angéline Leadership 032 47 778 78 
totoarneangeline@yaho
o.fr 

Thanks to her work as an education and social 
animator, she was able to convince her association 
to take up agriculture. She collected data about 
non educated children, elderly people in order to 
help them or find a solution.  She is a person full 
of integrity and is always ready to promote 
citizen‟s participation. Under her leadership she 
encouraged business operators to help council 
acquire common materials or equipments. 
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Diégo 
RAZAFINDRASOA 
Hantanirina Leadership 032 42 961 72 sam_roseline@yahoo.fr 

She is member of the Scoot group in her village. 
During meetings, she sensitizes her friends 
concerning the sad effects of perpetrating violence 
and vulgarized the laws about violence. 

Tanambao Ihosy 
SENDRASOA Vonifanja 
Lilia Leadership     

Implementation of the gender committee within 
the village, training of women animators  

Analavory RAZANAMAHEFA Juliette Leadership 032 62 817 23 jumahefa@yahoo.fr 

Participation in the setting up of the gender and 
the fight against GBV committee in the council. 

Sahambavy 
RAHARINIRINA Marie 
Agnace Leadership 034 03 173 43 aarijohn@yahoo.fr 

Participation in the setting up of the gender and 
the fight against GBV committee in the council; 
encouraged women to take part in the public 
meetings. 

Fianarantsoa 
ARISOANOMENJANANH
ARY Arijohn Georgette Leadership 033 75 521 35 

bnomenjanahary@yaho
o.fr 

She gave trainings to women on gender concept 
and the importance of women‟s participation in 
political life. 

Isalo 
RAZANADRAVAO Marie 
Joséphine Leadership 033 18 179 48 

  
 
 
 

A testimony of her life as a wife and a mother, she 
experienced violence and has managed to 
surrender it. She encourages women to express 
themselves more and to participate in economical 
life. 

Miandrivazo 
RANDRIAMANJARY 
Radonanosy Malala Senior 

034 04 132 15 
032 40 299 30 aphiliberte@yahoo.fr 

Integration of gender in the educational 
programme. 

Morondava AMIKO Philiberte Senior 032 26 611 32 
kalavitaseverine@gmail.
com 

Conception of a weekly radio emission on violence 
and women‟s Rights. She also wrote several 
articles on GBV reporting violence cases in her 
region. 

Anjinjaomby REGIS Senior 032 85 113 51 
hrasoaherinaina@yahoo.
com 

Campaign of sensitization to end children‟s work 
and violence perpetrated to minors. 
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Andriambilana 
RAVOAHANGINIRINA 
Louisette Tantely Senior 

034 36 906 52 
032 51 422 00 

raharinirinamarie@gmail
.com 

Elaboration of strategies to prevent young people 
from perpetrating violence. 

Andriambilana 
RAKOTOMALALA Yvette 
Marine Senior 034 46 783 88 yvetera@gmail.com 

Creation of an association of women that 
encourage and support women to apply for 
decision making posts. 

Antananarivo 
RAZAFINDEHIBE 
Nathalie 

Strategic 
campaign 

034 60 654 49 
ou 032 04 872 
56 

celinenathalie67@hotma
il.fr 

She examined how women are required for 
transformation and increase the rate of women 
committed in the political domain and have a 
better representation. She first led action within a 
woman association and ended up in the political 
field. Among the targets is the 30-50% of 
women‟s representation within the decision circles 
by 2015. 
 

Manjakandriana 
RAVALORIAKA Robert 
Eva Monique 

Strategic 
campaign 

033 09 596 29 
ou 034 12 118 
80 ravaloriakaeva@yahoo.fr 

She made a research on the real causes of 
violence in the council and gave support to victims 
through giving solutions  

Antanamitarina 
RAZAFINIMARO 
Pascaline 

Strategic 
campaign 034 31 580 29 

razafinimaropascaline@y
ahoo.fr 

She aimed to educate young people to practice 
sport (football) in order to reduce the various 
types of violence within their families. The entrant 
incited the population, especially women and 
children to take care of the local playground. 
Three months later they could get financial help to 
rehabilitate their playgrounds.  
 

Andriambilana 
MAHEFARISOA Ony 
Elisette 

Strategic 
campaign 034 89 995 35 rasedison@yahoo.com 

She conducted campaigns of information on Rights 
about marriage, parents‟ responsibilities towards 
children. She also wrote theatres about violence 
and actively participated in the activities during the 
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16 days campaign. 

Anjoman'ankona 
RANOROVAOARILALA 
Philippine 

Strategic 
campaign: 16 
days 033 07 098 52 

rranorovaoarilala@yaho
o.fr 
 
 
 
 
 

During the 16 days campaign, she organized 
different meetings with young people, students 
and gave support to hospitalized women. 

Antananarivo RABENORO Mireille 

Strategic 
campaign: 30-
50 %     

Lobbying within political leaders to apply the 30/50 
objective, during the formation of the government. 
The objective was attained and it is the first time 
that there were 30% of women in Malagasy 
government. 

Anjoman'ankona 
RAMIANDRISOA 
Solomon Support 033 78 670 81   

He encouraged people, women and men to 
express themselves through the idea box of the 
council. 

Ivato aéroport 
RAHANITRINITSIMBA 
Lalao Mandimbisoa Support 

033 78 345 51 
ou 034 08 085 
92 mlalao_1@yahoo.fr 

The association distributed food for children 
victims of malnutrition; training of women to set 
up their own business. 

Antananarivo JEANNODA Norotiana Support 

033 20 632 60 
ou 032 07 596 
09 

norotiana.jeannoda@ya
hoo.fr 

The entry subject was the mobilization for self 
protection, the psychological support and 
facilitation of medical and legal assistance of the 
economic migration victims. The applicant 
showed a strong professional mastery of the 
issue. 
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Tsiafahy 
RALAIARIMANANA 
Herizo John Support 

033 14 919 42 
ou 034 03 530 
89 ralay_jonher@yahoo.fr 

Counselling women survivors of violence and 
encourage them to adhere the federation. 

Tsiafahy RAMIA Helinoro Support 

033 18 539 28 
ou 034 03 319 
20 

ramiahelinoro@yahoo.fr 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Financial backing of 40 students who could not 
follow their studies. 
 

Ambatofotsy 
RAKOTONIAINA 
Kazackhe Dianah Support 034 76 044 66   

Discussion with the parents of children who 
abandoned school, giving them advices and 
solutions. The association supported the schooling 
of some students. 

Toamasina 
MANAMBITA 
Andriamahasolo René Support 

034 18 278 64 
032 41 985 32 

arene_manambita@yah
oo.fr 

Counselling and advising women survivors of 
violence and giving them moral support. 
 

Diégo 
RAZAFINDRAZILY 
Zanaesy Support 032 25 101 66 

afedantsiranana@yahoo.
fr 

She supported violence victims through reporting 
the case at the police, at the radio and during 16 
days. 

Ambilombe 
LESOA Françoise 
Noeline Support 032 02 862 40 franlesoa@yahoo.fr 

Moral and psychological support to violence 
victims. 
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Antanamitarina ZANAMINO Josoa  Support 

032 04 123 42 
ou 034 19 228 
93 

josoazanamino@yahoo.f
r 

Reporting violence cases to the police, the 
gendarmerie and accompany the victims to the 
hospital 

Diégo II 
RAZAKAINA Herilala 
Tsimba Support 032 71 40 706 

rheilalatsimba@yahoo.c
om 

Financial backing of orphans and needy children 
through the setting up of a centre. 

Diégo 
SAMBITSARA Louisette 
Simone Support 

032 41 621 44 
ou 034 82 222 
00 

sambitsara.simone@yah
oo.fr 
 
 
 
 

Counselling women survivors of violence and 
encourage them to adhere associations of women. 

Analavory RABENARSON Eliane Support 034 39 335 30 rabenarison@yahoo.com 

Collaboration with the media to report the cases of 
GBV within the council and encourage women to 
break their silence towards violence. 

Sahambavy 
RAZAFIARISOA Maria 
Joséphine Support 

034 80 773 36 
032 49 543 08 arisoafinina@yahoo.fr 

The association give financial support to women 
victims of violence. They also help them to be 
financially independent through training in 
handcrafting and sewing. 

Antamiana Lalangina RAZAINJAFY Florine Support 

033 75 855 84 
ou 034 60 185 
92 

razainjafyflorine@roket
mail.com 

Creation of an association which aims at 
facilitating children‟s access to school and give 
financial support to parents that cannot send their 
children to school. 

Sahambavy RAZANATSOA Valentine Support 034 18 307 55 
valentinerasazi@gmail.c
om 

Training of women concerning agriculture, 
management, project conducting, reproduction 
health, sexuality. 

mailto:josoazanamino@yahoo.fr
mailto:josoazanamino@yahoo.fr
mailto:rheilalatsimba@yahoo.com
mailto:rheilalatsimba@yahoo.com
mailto:sambitsara.simone@yahoo.fr
mailto:sambitsara.simone@yahoo.fr
mailto:rabenarison@yahoo.com
mailto:arisoafinina@yahoo.fr
mailto:razainjafyflorine@roketmail.com
mailto:razainjafyflorine@roketmail.com
mailto:valentinerasazi@gmail.com
mailto:valentinerasazi@gmail.com
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Sambava BENY Serge Support 020 88 900 89   

Intervention within the council on the unfair 
salaries of women towards men‟s. 

Ambatondrazaka RASOAMANIRY   COE 033 14 960 41 rasoamaniry@gmail.com 

The council set up the listening and advising 
centre, adducted drinking water, improved the 
techniques of agriculture. 

Anjoman'ankona 
RALAHAJANAHARY 
Léonard  COE O33 81 724 76   

Implementation of gender committee in each 
village and verification of its functioning.  

Miarinavaratra 
RAKOTONJANAHARY 
Lova Adoxie  COE 032 44 722 81 Lovaadoxi@yahoo.fr 

Awareness raising about gender concept within 
schools, churches, and collects women‟s projects.  

Mahazina Ambositra 
RAFANIRIANTSOA 
Stéphanoel  COE 

033 09 608 14 
034 81 604 77 

faniriantsoamg@yahoo.f
r 

Recruitment of women in the council, facilitation of 
land owning, especially for women, building of 
infrastructure in accordance with the needs of 
women and children.  

Miarinavaratra 
RAHERIMANANTSOA 
Andrianary Tianarivo  COE 032 56 592 70 

andrianarytianarivo@ya
hoo.fr    
crmitra60@yahoo.fr 

Implementation of a gender committee in 
partnership with the project UADEL/ ACORDS, 
facilitation of the procedures of land owning, 
elaboration of an annual budget allocated to 
gender activities. 

mailto:rasoamaniry@gmail.com
mailto:Lovaadoxi@yahoo.fr
mailto:andrianarytianarivo@yahoo.fr
mailto:andrianarytianarivo@yahoo.fr
mailto:andrianarytianarivo@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Anjoman'ankona 
RASOLONDRAIBE Jean 
Philemon  COE 033 07 614 68  

rasolondrainibeph@yaho
o.fr    
cranjomadagascar@yah
oo.fr 

Implementation of the gender and the fight 
against GBV action plan, organization of different 
activities during the 16 days campaign. 

Antananarivo 
RAKOTOHARIJAONA 
Henitsoa  COE 

033 11 916 39 
ou 033 81 227 
56 

rakotoharijaonahenintso
a@yahoo.fr  
aesg@yahoo.fr 

Support of 16 councils to be part of the COE 
process, helping them to have a gender policy and 
action plan and implementing them to implement 
these action plans. 
 

Andoharanofotsy 
RAVELOARIMANANA 
Harivola Yolande  COE 

033 03 594 69 
ou 034 13 877 
00 

harivolayolande@gmail.c
om 
 
 
 
 

Training about children‟s Rights, violence and 
gender. Encourage the participation of women in 
decision making positions. 

Antananarivo NANTENAINA Sariaka COE 033 02 061 79  admin@c-for-.org 

The council has made great effort to take into 
consideration gender aspects in all the activities in 
the council. All the activities reports are uploaded 
online in the web site of the council including 
gender and the fight against GBV campaigns. 

Antananarivo 
RAMANAMISATA Julie 
Beby  COE 

033 14 501 36 
ou 034 04 032 
56 

ramanamisata@hotmail.
com 

Financial, moral and psychological support of the 
persons survivors of violence, and reintegrating  
these victims in the society. 

mailto:rakotoharijaonahenintsoa@yahoo.fr
mailto:rakotoharijaonahenintsoa@yahoo.fr
mailto:rakotoharijaonahenintsoa@yahoo.fr
mailto:harivolayolande@gmail.com
mailto:harivolayolande@gmail.com
mailto:admin@c-for-.org
mailto:ramanamisata@hotmail.com
mailto:ramanamisata@hotmail.com
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Antananarivo 
RAKOTOVAO Razaivelo 
Noro Heritinana  COE 

033 71 282 71 
ou 034 19 812 
19 noro.harena@yahoo.fr 

Setting of an office that receive violence victims 
from 8 Am to 5 Pm; mass sensitization on GBV 
once a month.   

Ambalavao 
RAZANAMAHEFA 
Njatonirina  COE 033 14 425 86 

njato.ambalavao@yahoo
.fr 

Composition of the gender committee and 
sensitization within villages; organization of 
several activities during the 16 days campaign and 
encouraging sport activities especially for women. 

Ambohimirary 
RASOLOFOHERISON 
Honoré  COE 

033 14 637 75 
ou 032 83 865 
37 

rasolofoherisonhonor@y
ahoo.fr 

Collaboration with catholic church for the fight 
against GBV and research of funding for activities 
related to gender. 

Soavinandriana  RAMILISON Hery Lalaina COE 033 03 529 88 
 

Giving job opportunities for jobless women; 
facilitation of land owning and deliverance of 
certificate of land or property owning; encourage 
couples to use contraception techniques.  

Antananarivo RATOVOHERY Monique  COE 

033 05 544 28 
ou 034 13 982 
72 

monique.ratovohery@g
mail.com 

The council took measures to encourage women‟s 
participation in political life; encourage men to do 
jobs considered as women‟s jobs such as sewing, 
communication with handicapped women; descent 
in field to study the needs of the population.  

Ivato aéroport 
RASOAMIARAMANANA 
Goddefrin  COE 032 02 531 38 

comivataeroport@yahoo
.fr 

Training on gender and GBV; setting up of gender 
committee in each village, sensitization on HIV and 
AIDS; organization of collective marriage, 
collective identification card.  

mailto:noro.harena@yahoo.fr
mailto:njato.ambalavao@yahoo.fr
mailto:njato.ambalavao@yahoo.fr
mailto:rasolofoherisonhonor@yahoo.fr
mailto:rasolofoherisonhonor@yahoo.fr
mailto:monique.ratovohery@gmail.com
mailto:monique.ratovohery@gmail.com
mailto:comivataeroport@yahoo.fr
mailto:comivataeroport@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Mankajandriana 
RAKOTONDRASOA 
François Victor  COE 033 12 221 29 

victormanjakandriana@y
ahoo.com 

Construction of a market place, electrification of 
far away villages, supporting the construction of a 
public secondary school, construction of basket 
ball ground.  

Miantso 
RAJAOVELO 
Rivonarinjaka   COE 033 71 871 28 

rajaovelorivonarinjaka@
yahoo.fr 

The Council has adopted several gender activities 
related to SADC protocol objectives. With great 
results, the main objective of the council is to 
promote a social policy working for a successful 
sustainable development. The creation of income 
generating activities, the setting up of a nursery to 
interest people in tree growing, the assistance to 
women‟s associations. The concept of good 
governance to be inculcated is among the few 
endeavors deployed by the entrant. 

Tsiafahy RANDRIAMAHEFA Justin  COE  033 11 916 39  mahefa.just@yahoo.fr  

This local council had implemented various stages 
and activities to fight against GBV. Thanks to the 
mobilization of the population and the adoption of 
a participatory method of the citizens, the results 
have been very satisfying. The case study 
indicated the actual development and positive 
changes that may happen in a rural council. The 
various stages scheduled to be followed have also 
been implemented.  

Ambovombe RALALARISOA Celine  COE 
034 17 480 79 
033 06 594 11 

ralalarisoaceline@yahoo.
fr 

Opening of a centre that receives victims of 
violence, facilitating conjugal conflicts within the 
council and helping them to find solutions to their 
problems. 

mailto:victormanjakandriana@yahoo.com
mailto:victormanjakandriana@yahoo.com
mailto:rajaovelorivonarinjaka@yahoo.fr
mailto:rajaovelorivonarinjaka@yahoo.fr
mailto:mahefa.just@yahoo.fr
mailto:ralalarisoaceline@yahoo.fr
mailto:ralalarisoaceline@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Mahanoro TELOLAHY Pierre  COE 033 08 186 03 
 

Examine the cases of jobless women and give 
them occupations in accordance with their 
qualifications.  

Foulpointe RAKOTONIAINA Erick  COE 034 13 592 51 

crfoulpointe@gmail.com    
 
erickrakotoniaina@yaho
o.fr 

The council organized huge campaign during the 
celebration of the 16 days of activism; the council 
has also implemented its gender action plan 
through the creation of a new market place in 
town, electrification; health and recruitment. 

Toamasina 
RAZANARAZO Yvonne 
Arlette  COE 032 07 552 79 

razanarazoarlette@gmail
.com 

The council took the responsibility to protect 
children and women towards violence perpetrated 
by foreigners working in the companies near the 
council. 

Toamasina 
RAKOTOMALALA 
Fanjaharisoa  COE 032 44 512 38   

The council has consecrated an independent office 
for the meetings concerning gender issues and the 
fight against GBV. Gender committees in the 
villages have been also set up. 

Antsahapano NOROZAFY Marie Emma  COE 032 04 159 55 ortegajaozafy@yahoo.fr 

Collaboration with different NGOs to implement 
projects for the prevention of GBV, to address 
violence cases in some villages. 

Diégo 
RANDIMBIALIFERA Alice 
Aimée  COE 032 85 235 46 

 

Mass sensitization and financial backing of 
survivors of violence. 

Antanamitarina TOMBOROBY   COE 032 74 907 00 ttomboroby@yahoo.com 

The council made efforts to have the internet and 
actively participated during cyber dialogue; they 
also set up a listening and advising centre for 
victims of violence in the council. 

mailto:erickrakotoniaina@yahoo.fr
mailto:erickrakotoniaina@yahoo.fr
mailto:razanarazoarlette@gmail.com
mailto:razanarazoarlette@gmail.com
mailto:ortegajaozafy@yahoo.fr
mailto:ttomboroby@yahoo.com
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Analavory RABEMANANJARA Justin  COE 032 46 355 24 
justinernest@yahoo.com 
 

Implementation of gender action plan in the level 
of villages, elaboration of a special budget 
allocated to activities related to gender and GBV. 

Sahambavy 
VONJIARIMAMPIONONA 
Justine Narhies Francine  COE 032 45 861 10 narhies@yahoo.fr 

Training people on the concept of gender and 
reporting to the level of villages concerning 
activities in town. 

Fianarantsoa 
RAMANANTENASOA 
Helena  COE 034 03 158 66 

ramanantenasoahelena
@gmail.com 

The council gave training for local associations on 
Human Rights; they also conducted campaign in 
field and within local media on the importance of 
ending GBV. The 54 villages now have their 
respective gender committee. 

Alakamisy Itenina 
RAHARISON Roger 
Fidèle   COE 033 14 967 80 

alakamisytenina@yahoo.
fr 

The council elaborated a special budget for gender 
and GBV for 2012; the listening centre for victims 
of violence is also hosted by the council. The 
council organize every year collective marriage to 
encourage young couples to be legally married. 

Anadoharanomaintso 
RAZANADRAKOTO 
Noeline  COE 034 03 287 94 

noelinerazanadrakoto@y
ahoo.fr 

Adduction of drinking water; construction of public 
high school, electrification of some villages, 
searching of funding for women doing handcrafts. 

Ialananindro 
RASOAMANANDRAY 
Jeannette  COE 

033 21 118 39 
034 84 387 25 

jeannetterasoamanandr
ay@yahoo.fr 

Citizens are encouraged to take full responsibility 
of their surroundings the council also   has the 
support of various associations which have hugely 
contributed to the success of the actions 
undertaken to fight against GBV. 

mailto:justinernest@yahoo.com
mailto:narhies@yahoo.fr
mailto:ramanantenasoahelena@gmail.com
mailto:ramanantenasoahelena@gmail.com
mailto:alakamisytenina@yahoo.fr
mailto:alakamisytenina@yahoo.fr
mailto:noelinerazanadrakoto@yahoo.fr
mailto:noelinerazanadrakoto@yahoo.fr
mailto:jeannetterasoamanandray@yahoo.fr
mailto:jeannetterasoamanandray@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Sahambavy 
RANDRANIRINA Aimé 
Robert  COE 032 28 266 28 

randrianirinaaimrobert@
ymail.com 
 
 
 
 
 

The council has allocated a budget for gender 
activities in the council; a gender committee has 
been set up in the council and in the 10 villages of 
the council. The council did a campaign within the 
local companies to recruit women. 

Ampanihy BOTO  COE 033 17 248 04 
rakotondrasoafrancklin@
yahoo.fr 

The council is implementing its gender policy and 
action plan through taking gender concept as a 
leitmotiv in every activity to be done in the 
council. The council has started to use 
disaggregated data in all the lists in the council. 

Manambina 
RAKOTONDRASOA 
Francklin  COE 034 38 202 60 

mahambyromain@gmail
.fr 

Grouping of the 14 associations of the council in 
one Group; organization of some activities related 
to the protection of environment. 

Anosimena MAHAMBY Romain  COE 
033 16 180 61 
033 17 582 11 

razanadravaomariejo@y
ahoo.fr 

Creation of a network that protect children in 
partnership with the UNICEF; facilitation of the 
deliverance of identification card; detection of HIV 
AIDS; distribution of condoms; reforestation. 

Isalo 
RAZANADRAVAO Marie 
Joséphine  COE 033 17 045 30 rannicet@yahoo.fr 

Adduction of drinking water in the 10 villages; 
improvement of production in agriculture field. 

Malaimbandy 
RAKOTONINDRINA 
Lalaorihova Anicet  COE 033 17 582 11 

razanadravaomarijo@ya
hoo.fr 

The council has taken some measures to diminish 
insecurity; the population benefited also of 
drinking water. Collective marriage and 
identification card were organized. 

mailto:randrianirinaaimrobert@ymail.com
mailto:randrianirinaaimrobert@ymail.com
mailto:rakotondrasoafrancklin@yahoo.fr
mailto:rakotondrasoafrancklin@yahoo.fr
mailto:mahambyromain@gmail.fr
mailto:mahambyromain@gmail.fr
mailto:razanadravaomariejo@yahoo.fr
mailto:razanadravaomariejo@yahoo.fr
mailto:rannicet@yahoo.fr
mailto:razanadravaomarijo@yahoo.fr
mailto:razanadravaomarijo@yahoo.fr
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LOCAL COUNCIL NAME CATEGORY TELEPHONE E-MAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE STUDY 

Anjinjaomby BEANONA Paulson  COE 032 04 999 11 

 
 
 
 
jbeanarana@hotmail.fr 

Sensitization of the population to use the new 
agricultural techniques and sensitize women to 
help their husband in improving the revenue of the 
household. 

Anjinjaomby 
BEANARANA Jeanne 
Ursela  COE 032 72 328 10   

Adduction of drinking water; construction of a 
public secondary school; improvement medical 
care within the public hospital; campaigns of 
sensitization within villages; and organization of 
activities during the 16 days campaign. 

Ambohibary 
RATSIMBAZAFY Gisèle 
Annick  COE 

033 73 441 41 
034 46 783 88 yvetera@gmail.com 

Partnership with some international funders such 
as the MEDDEA, NUTRIMAD which gave special 
support to women; recruitment of women within 
the council. 

Andriambilana 
RAKOTOMALALA Yvette 
Marine  COE 033 40 635 91 seetantely@gmail.com 

The council encourage women to take part in 
meetings, in political and economical life. The 
council has set up a space in each village for 
meetings to facilitate communication within the 
village. 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:jbeanarana@hotmail.fr
mailto:yvetera@gmail.com
mailto:seetantely@gmail.com
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Annex D: Press Releases  
Press releases 

"FIRST NATIONAL SUMMIT ON GENDER JUSTICE AND LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT: THE COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO GENDER-BASED 
VIOLENCE" 
 
Synopsis 
 
Over 200 participants from across Madagascar were gathered at the International 
Conference Centre (ICC) Ivato, from 12 to 14 March for the first national summit 
entitled "Summit on Gender Justice and Local Government: the community response 
regarding Gender Based Violence (GBV). " This event demonstrated the efforts of 
actors at local level to end Gender Based Violence and to promote women's 
empowerment across the country. 
Organized by Gender Links Madagascar, in partnership with UNFPA, the Ministry of 
Population and Social Affairs, the SAHA program, the BABEO project and under the 
banner: "365 Days of Activism to end Gender Based Violence ", the summit saw the 
presence of journalists, government officials, local authorities, representatives of 
international organizations, ministries and local collectivities. 
 
The number of participants has tripled this year, the 166 selected good practices and 
inserted into TEN (10) categories were judged partly by the public and the other by a 
panel of judges with varied profiles. The candidates in the competition came from 
various associations and NGOs from all over Madagascar, public and private 
institutions, urban and rural councils. The awards ceremony to the most deserving 
was held on March 14, 2012.  
 
A trophy was presented to the winner and runner up. These trophies were classified 
from the following categories: 
1 Gender Based Violence - Prevention of Gender Based Violence (GBV). This 
category was won by the Matsiatra Ambony Region, represented by Mrs. 
RAZANAMASY Marie Chantal (FITAFIBE) 
   
2 Gender Based Violence – Response to Gender Based Violence at local level. 
This category was won by Mrs. RAZAFINIMARO Pascaline (FIVETAMIA) from DIANA 
Region  
  
3 Gender Based Violence - Support to GBV victims at local level. Trophy won by 
Mrs. JEANNODA Norotiana (SPDTS) of the Analamanga Region.   
 
4 Gender and governance:  programs to prepare and to support women to be 
candidates in the elections and to take part in the political domain. Category won by 
Mrs. RAZAFINDEHIBE Céline Nathalie (UAMAD) of the Analamanga Region   
   
5 Economic development: Empowerment of young and women at local level. 
Category won by Mrs. RAKOTOMALALA Irma Haritiana (Urban Council of Morondava) 
of the MENABE Region   
 
6 Climate change and Sustainable Development: projects relating to Climate 
change and Sustainable Development and that take in account the Gender 
dimension. The trophy was handed to Mrs. LIDITTE Angèle (Rural Council of  
Antanamitarana) of the DIANA Region   
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7-HIV/AIDS and Care Workers - Category won by Mr. RASOLOFOARINIVO 
Andrianantenaina Alphonse (Rural Council of Ambalavao) of the Analamanga Region 
   
8 Center of Excellence (COE) - The local councils that made the biggest progress 
and that completed the stages 1 - 10 of the COE process. In this category the victory 
was given to 3 candidates that are: Mr. RANDRIAMAHEFA Justin (Rural Council 
Tsiafahy) and Mr. RAJAOVELO Rivonarinjaka (Rural Council of Miantso) of the 
Analamanga Region and Mrs. RASOAMANANDRAY Vololoniaina Jeannette (Rural 
Council of Ialananindro) of the MATSIATRA AMBONY Region. 
 
9 Leadership: Mrs. TOTO Arne Angeline (Rural Council of Antanamitarana) of the 
DIANA Region 
   
10 Youth Leadership: Mr. RABEMANANJARA William (Rural Council of Tsiafahy) of 
the Analamanga Region  
  
It is to be noted that the Regional Summit will take place on 25, April 26 and 27, 
2012 in Johannesburg, in South Africa.   
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ANNEX E: Media log  
 

Name of 
reporter 

Country 
where the 
article 
appeared 

Name of 
media 

Article title/ Title of 
show 

Web address (for online article) Date of 
interview/ 
article 

R.V Madagascar La gazette de 
la grande ile 

Les violences sur le genre à 
l‟honneur 

http://www.lagazette-
dgi.com/index.php?option=com_content
&task=view&id=20346&Itemid=57 
 

Lundi, 12 Mars 
2012 05:31 

Vonjy 
Radasimala 

Madagascar L‟express de 
Madagascar 

Genre 
La violence sur les femmes 
reste tenace 
 

http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-
madagascar/32775-la-violence-sur-les-
femmes-reste-tenace.html 
 

Mardi 13 mars 
2012 
 

Vonjy 
Radasimalala 

Madagascar L‟express de 
Madagascar 

Genre 
Douze bonnes pratiques 
primées 
 

http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-
madagascar/32834-douze-bonnes-
pratiques-primees.html 
 

Jeudi  15 mars 
2012 

    http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?se
t=a.312816028773121.80769.252608224
793902&type=3 
 

 

http://www.lagazette-dgi.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=20346&Itemid=57
http://www.lagazette-dgi.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=20346&Itemid=57
http://www.lagazette-dgi.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=20346&Itemid=57
http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-madagascar/32775-la-violence-sur-les-femmes-reste-tenace.html
http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-madagascar/32775-la-violence-sur-les-femmes-reste-tenace.html
http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-madagascar/32775-la-violence-sur-les-femmes-reste-tenace.html
http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-madagascar/32834-douze-bonnes-pratiques-primees.html
http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-madagascar/32834-douze-bonnes-pratiques-primees.html
http://www.lexpressmada.com/genre-madagascar/32834-douze-bonnes-pratiques-primees.html
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.312816028773121.80769.252608224793902&type=3
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.312816028773121.80769.252608224793902&type=3
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.312816028773121.80769.252608224793902&type=3
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ANNEX F: EXAMPLES OF MEDIA COVERAGE 
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Annex G: Swot Analysis 
 

Categories Strengths Weaknesses Solutions 

Communication Communications and information 
well dispatched during plenary 
session and reinforced by the jury 
inside each venue 

  

Time The time keeping for the 
presentations was good 

  

Transportation  Good organization One meeting  point only There should be three different 
meeting points. 

Participation 
 

Very high rate of participation from 
the CEOs  

  

Registration The existence of different sheets 
for the different categories of 
participants. 

 To have a pre established list to 
avoid crowding at the registration 
table 

Voting processes  In some venues it was not clear to 
the participants 

 

Summit in general Overall good arrangements 
 
 

A few items of the initial programme 
could not be done. 

 

Team work Good team spirit, either within the 
GL staff or the partners. 

  

Finance  The reimbursement outside the 
venue was not safe for the 
participants. 

 

Logistics Very nice venue  A bit far from downtown but 
fortunately there was transportation  
Power cuts during the presentations. 
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Annex H: list of councils in country highlighting future and current COE’S 
 

COUNCIL CURRENT COES FUTURE COE’S 

Ambatondrazaka x  

Anjoman'ankona X  

Miarinavaratra X  

Mahazina Ambositra X  

Miarinavaratra X  

Anjoman'ankona X  

Antananarivo X  

Andoharanofotsy X  

Antananarivo X  

Analavory X  

Ambohimirary X  

Ivato aéroport X  

Mankajandriana X  

Miantso X  

Tsiafahy X  

Ambovombe X  

Mahanoro X  

Antanamitarina X  

Toamasina X  

Foulpointe X  

Soavinadriana X  

Isalo X  

Ampanihy X  

Anjinjaomby X  

Andoharanomaitso X  

Fianarantsoa X  

Antsahapano X  
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ANNEX I:  Summative evaluation 

 

 AVERAGE MARK : 7,58/10 

1. PROGRAMME DESIGN 7,95 

2. PROGRAMME CONTENT 8.5 

3. DOCUMENTATION  7.62 

4. FACILITATION 7,88 

5. GROUP WORK 7,08 

6.OUTPUTS 7,24 

7. OUTCOMES AND 
FOLLOW UP PLANS 7,01 

8. LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIES  7,58 

9. NETWORKING 
OPPORTUNITIES  7,47 

10. ADMINISTRATIVE 
ARRANGEMENTS  7,54 

 
COMMENTS 
 
1.  Which session did you find most useful? Why? 

 Gender mainstreaming and taking responsibilities 
 All the sessions were useful. I received new ideas  
 It opened new horizons. 
 All sessions were useful and important. 
 The panel discussion on Reproductive Health and GBV for prevention.  

 The Centers of Excellence because I am there. 
 Economic development session: many practices can be applied in my area. 
 The presentation session: I could hear many things related to GBV. 
 The presentations because they were an opportunity to be aware of the 

various things we can do in case of violence and to know things that are 
happening in different regions. 

 The plenary session: all information and some details about the summit in 
Johannesburg had been given 

 Climate change because everyone undergoes the impact of pollution and 
environment destruction. Our environment needs remediation. 

 All the sessions were interesting and useful. 
 The leadership presentation was great. 
 Each presentation was a source of enrichment and knowledge for me. 
 All the sessions. 
 The presentations, sharing of good practices were an opportunity to see their 

diversity and the determination of each and everyone for development and 
gender.  

 The HIV AIDS presentation was well made. 

Sex 26 Males              75 Females        1 unknown  

Country  MADAGASCAR 

Age group  12  - 17 18 -30 =21 31- 
40=29 

41 – 50= 
18 

51 – 60= 
26  

60 + = 
3 

Education level  Primary        Secondary  
29 

Tertiary 50   Vocational  6                    Adult Literate  
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 The whole program, the presentations. 
 The documentation to materialize the program content. 
 The session about the taking stock about GBV for prevention. 
 Everything is useful. 
 Everything is useful for the fight against GBV. 
 The presentations which gave me new lessons to strengthen GBV fight. 

 All the sessions were an opportunity to know more efficient activities.  
 The debate on reproductive health and GBV: it arouses parental awareness 

and makes them take decision on gender. 
 All the sessions are applicable to women‟s empowerment. 
 The discussion on reproductive health: it summed up all the problems women 

have to face. 
 The plenary session and the participants‟ presentations. 
 The power point presentations: opportunity   to share experience and to be 

open to others. 

 The leadership session to raise women‟s awareness. 
 The session presented by the Ministry of Population and Social Affairs. 
 The good practice presentations were an opportunity to share experience. 
 The presentations because there is much experience in each region. 
 The discussion on gender equity: it increased my knowledge and will help me 

to orientate and exploit better the strategic plan. 

 The presentations were interesting: it allowed an exchange between several 
local governments. 

 The presentations gave new ideas on how to tackle GBV. 
 The Prevention presentations: Prevention is better than cure. 
 The presentations were interesting; they gave birth to enriching discussions. 
 Everything was an opportunity to seize for me. 
 All the sessions were useful to advance the fight against GBV. 
 I liked everything because we need improvement and complementarities. 
 The session about children and human rights. 

 The presentations: it was an opportunity to know the realities in the 
participants‟ regions. 

 The partners‟ messages. 
 The 12 March session: the discussions were interesting and could propose 

some satisfying solutions. 

 Climate change and sustainable development. 
 The first and last plenary sessions: we could know the objectives of the 

summit. 

 Everything; I am keen on sharing experience and getting knowledge. 
 Through the presentations we could know the various types of GBV. 
 The presentations: they helped us acquire new information and build our 

capacities. 
 

2.  Which session did you find least useful?  Why? 

 None 
 All sessions were useful. 
 The Center of Excellence: there is not any COE in Marolambo. 
 Nil 
 No session: everything was lesson learnt: how to make a presentation, how 

to attract people‟s attention. 
 The saying that the category „institution „has been canceled: it upset me a 

little but I tried to make efforts. 
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 Nothing 
 Nothing because everything and new technology is indispensable to women‟s 

life. 

 All the sessions were useful. 
 Nothing: everything s needed in women‟s life. 
 The marking of the audience may be subjective. I agree with the evaluation 

but the marking seems to me useless. 

 Article 28. 
 Youth leadership presentations. 
 The second day: there was confusion as for the venue to be in. 

 
How will you apply what you gained from this training 

 When I come back to my region, I will set up a Gender Platform called 
‟Miraletan‟ Amoron „I Mania (MAMMA) 

 To implement the new notions within the Fokontany: other women are not 
still aware. 

 To give a report of all things acquired during the summit to the association 
„Fiombonantsoa.‟ 

 To take examples and models from the practices presented by the other 
colleagues 

 I will take responsibility to integrate gender within the community 
 To set up a gender platform. 
 I will apply what I have received here  

 Reporting to councilors, heads of Fokontany, to District level and to Council of 
the Transition, or other associations. 

 To form a team with our ten candidates to facilitate our struggle. 
 To sensitize people in Marolambo to carry out something simple but which 

brings about results. 

 Sensitizing the basic community in gender. 
 I will apply it during young meetings and in case of GBV. 
 I will make reports to the staff of centre   I belong to. 
 I will give training session to share what I acquired to colleagues and other 

local councilors. 

 To share information on gender links progress during women‟s meetings. 
 To sensitize associations on gender mainstreaming and access to justice. 
 The selection criteria should be revised (urban and near versus the isolated 

remote ones). 

 Experts should not compete with simple actors. 
 I will apply it in every field. 
 All participants should work together for gender equity. 
 During the summit I could gather lot of information that would turn out very 

useful for gender mainstreaming. 

 I will apply it to my colleagues and my neighbors. 
 What I gained here would be tools to integrate gender in the field of my 

responsibilities. 

 I would work further for gender and fight GBV. 
 Application in the family circle, in the community and in the work place. 
 I will share what I have seen here with everyone. 
 I will hold a meeting to raise awareness in the local council and with the 

community. 

 What I acquired here would be a tool to improve good practices. 
 I will make a report to the collaborators and to the pupils‟ parents.  
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 I will reinforce the close collaboration with Chef quarters, especially men‟s 
associations in the quest for funds. 

 I will share the lessons learnt here to young people, to my colleagues at work 
or to other associations. 

 To evaluate the gender and CCD program to take correct measures and bring 
improvement to the content. 

 To reinforce sensitization and mobilization to integrate gender. 
 I will apply it to the Malagasy community. 
 To strengthen mobilization and sensitization on gender. 
 We could correct our good practices thanks to exchanges. 

 I will organize an exhibition. 
 I will make a report to my association. 
 Application to basic community. 
 I will use it in my personal life, and share it to my friends, my family. 
 I will apply it as much as I can. 
 I would like to thank Gender Links Team , the GL officer Ms Ialfine and Mr 

Zoto, my heartfelt thanks too to Ms Loga for the organizing such  a summit! 
Long live to the national summit! 

 We will draft an action plan and the targets would be men and women, 
young and adults. 

 I will work harder and apply the lessons learnt here. 
 I will work harder in Gender prevention. 
 I will produce radio programs for village communities, talks. 
 I will share and organize an exchange session. 

 I will conduct awareness arising sessions at all local council‟s level. 
 Sensitization of all work colleagues, in the council. 
 To reinforce what has already put in place within the council, the GBV 

committee. 
 To apply what learnt in a sustainable way. 

 I will inform everyone in the Council during council meetings and will organize 
sensitizations at Fokontany level. 

 To organize information and training sessions on gender equality. 
 I will hold awareness sensitization at community level, fokontany and I will 

respect everyone. 

 I will apply it in associations that fight gender based violence. 
 Networking: orientation, we could know who does what. 
 I will apply what I learnt rationally. 
 To encourage women at Fokontany level and within the council to take 

responsibility. 

 I will hold awareness arising session in my council soon. 
 To sensitize others to fight against violence. 
 Capacity building and implementation of what we gained here. 
 I will share what I get to others, to any public, during visits. 
 I have to share my knowledge to my family circle first, then to friends and to 

women and girls. 
 I will make efforts to improve good practices applied so far. 
 I will carry out IEC sessions. 
Other comments? 

 Such summit should be organized annually. 
 The category to be exposed via power point should be defined clearly and not 

changed at mid process. 

 The vote should be carried out in transparency. 
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 The participants who have already been abroad should not be taken for the 
next departure. 

 The technical aspect is not yet OK, thus some candidates had some 
hesitations. 

 I think that the next summit will see the massive participation of all the local 
councils in Madagascar. 

 Reimbursement of accommodation ad travel expenses: insecurity at UNFPA. 
 Members of Jury: to include representatives of MATD and Gender 
 A category for trainers should be included. 
 Those who have already been to Johannesburg should no longer take part to 

motivate the others, especially for the COE. 
 The gender dimension should be taken into consideration in the forming of 

the jury panel. 

 All the presentations should be made in Malagasy because the participants 
from the countryside have difficulty. 

 Certificates should be handed to the participants. 
 The summit should be done in each province to launch every region. 
 The catering service was good. 
 The exchange was interesting: it allowed me to know things happening in 

other regions. 

 The summit should be continued and there should be classification of the 
different types of participants. The participants from rural local councils 
should be separated from those from the cities, the same with the 
associations. 

 The summary of the previous summits in Johannesburg would be very 
helpful. 

 Lack of communications and useful documents. 

 To sensitize both rural and urban councils alike. 
 The national summit should go on. Thank you so much. 
 Cheer up and continue your efforts. 
 It would be better that new participants go to Johannesburg summit. 
 The 10 min presentation was too short 
 The administrative arrangements were perfect. Sincere thanks. 
 Thanks to Gender Links and all the participants. 
 The summit should be held every year. 
 This training was very important. 
 Those who have already been to South Africa should no longer participate in 

the contest. 

 Gender training and the fight against GBV should be carried out all over the 
national territory, especially in rural areas. 

 To conduct training to local councils which would like to take part in the 
summit beforehand in order to inform them about the supportive documents 
needed for the presentation. 

 It is the first time I take part in such event and I feel that training is required 
especially for regions on the coast. 

 Facilitation is always required so that   all the actors could appropriate the 
program at any national or regional level. 

 The debate on reproductive health and gender based violence should be 
organized and held as regional conference taking into account the actual 
participation of Civil Society, Women‟s associations, Men‟s associations , 
Youth „s associations, traditional and religious leaders . 

 To include in the school curricula the gender subject. 
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 Trainings should be repeated many times all over the year. 
 The three days of sharing were nice. Good luck! 
 Original goo practices should be valorized to praise their efforts. 
 The participation to that workshop was an opportunity. 
 The administrative arrangements were not satisfying, namely for the 

reimbursement of travel fares. 

 Some venues were too small to accommodate all the participants. 
 The summit should be replicated. 
 Rural and urban councils should be separated for the award. 
 Those who have already been to Johannesburg should no longer take part 

but serve as advisors and share their experience. 

 I am aware that everyone should take responsibility within the province 
where he/she lives. I will continue my efforts within the Diana council. 

 I was really happy to be here because I could see that all the various tribes 
were united, there was no discrimination between men and women, and that 
everybody had equal status. 

 Thank you GL team and may this summit go on. 
 The summit should be held twice a year at least. 
 The summit should be held every year. 

 Keep on! It is a good practice. 
 I am satisfied with those three days‟ sharing but I noticed that some 

participants did not really live their presentations. 
 The summit should be systematically held every year. 
 The feed back should be after each presentation. 

 I envisage organizing a contest of good practices at District level so that 
every council could benefit from it. 

 The summit should b extended to all councils: it is a way to ensure 
development. 

 Thanking all the organizers, the partners. 
 This meeting allowed us to identify the needs of participants and jury. 

Participants‟ skills should be built. 

 Sincere thanks to all the organizers, especially Gender Links. 
 For the organization of the summit: logistics should be improved. 
 The contestants should not be present during the presentation of one 

candidate because those who presented later could add some documents and 
hand outs. 

 The audience should not take part in the voting! A publicity campaign took 
place beforehand, and the numbers of some audience increased just for the 
voting for „friends‟. 

 I will always take part in the summit .T hank you for the training. 
 The competence of every participant should be taken into account. 
 The number of candidates that could attend the Regional Summit in South 

Africa. 

 Next time it would be better to hold a separate summit for urban councils and 
rural councils, and take into account the educational gaps between the two. 

 Men‟s and boys‟ associations should be trained in gender based violence 
struggle too. 

 Last year candidates should not return to Johannesburg. 
 Any projects related to Gender Based Violence should be decentralized. 
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ANNEX J: THE MINISTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH’ S ADDRESS 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

GOOD MORNING 

The contribution of the Ministry of Public Health to the fight against Gender Based 
Violence is not negligible. Indeed, the health professional workers are the first people 
to take in charge the women victims of marital or domestic violence. 

In most cases, those occurrences of violence are rarely admitted. The woman comes 
to consult alone or accompanied by her husband, pretending an accidental fall. The 
doctor has the duty to provide care and, if the victim solicits it, to deliver a medical 
certificate. 

It is thus important to stress that the doctor or the professional health worker does 
not have any right to interfere in his/her patients‟ private life, but however, in the 
case where somebody‟s life is in danger or that abuse is confirmed, he/she has the 
duty to advise the administrative and/or legal competent authorities. 

Gender based violence is very common in the Malagasy community. I will not be 
going so far as declaring that it is a culture but a saying illustrates it well:” dirty 
clothes are washed within the family” and for a reason or another, gender based 
violence is “tolerated». I say “tolerated” between quotation marks because either 
due to financial dependence on her husband, or from her hierarchical status within 
the family or just from the simple fact of being a female, the woman will not be able 
to assert her rights: the right to equality, the right to dignity, and even the 
elementary right to dispose of her own body. 

It is the duty of the victim to file a complaint, something rarely carried out. 
Resignation is the general rule. We are just making an assessment. A bitter 
assessment indeed, but which should incite all officials, all those that can act to show 
up, to mobilize themselves and organize a campaign, to raise awareness about 
gender based violence. 

Yes, our struggle is there, in informing all the victims on their rights, the possibility to 
call green number, the information about any possible recourse. But we will always 
come up against this conception so firmly rooted in our culture, the consideration of 
feminine gender as inferior. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the time is no longer for evasiveness but for concrete action. 
Let us not leave those machinations perpetuate and harm our future generations. Let 
us no longer suffer what our parents had endured. Let us unite! Lets us work 
together! The feminine gender has some rights. Let us make them respected! 

Thank you for your kind attention. 
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ANNEX K: THE JURY’S FEED BACK  

Arrangements:  

In some venues the jury members, had been the same for the two days and a half 
session, but in others there were a change. In general, in the morning, just after the 
plenary session, the candidates had been distributed to each venue. The Chairs then 
explained the proceedings and the modalities of the presentation. Each presenter will 
have 10 minutes to make a Power Point presentation. Then the jury and the 
audience could ask questions for clarifications. The audience then passed to the 
voting. For the COEs, the jury gave marks.  
 
The presentations actually began in the afternoon. 
Remarks: 
On the first day, on Monday 12, though there were some power cuts at the 
International Conference Centre the candidates continued their presentations, using 
their personal note cards and most of the candidates could finish their presentations 
within the time allotted. 
 

  The candidates showed their determination and devotion to the project they 
defended. 

  Some candidates had some difficulties to use Power Point and to make the 
presentation without looking at the slides, whereas others perfectly mastered 
this technique. 

 It has been pointed out that every entrant would be treated equally and 
given same chance.  

 Some presenters handed some supporting documents as evidence of their 
activities to the audience and the jury. For some reasons or others, those 
documents had not been integrated in their slides. 

 In one venue the questions had been grouped. Each presenter answered by 
grouping the answers to all the questions put to everyone. 

  For the Leadership Senior Category the session started only at 11h20.The 
Chair made some adjustments due to the delay.  

 The candidates were told to feel free to use any language they are most at 
ease with to make their presentation and to try not to read the slides.  

 There were some anomalies on the marking sheets of the jury: total of the 
marks. 

 Four criteria which totaled 40 had not been clearly defined by the organizers. 
Each judge defined their own criteria for the four concerned. On the judge‟s 
marking sheet: the headings Total and Comments had been given 10 points 
each. The decision of the jury was to take off the 20 points, thus the mark 
would be out of 80. 

 Some candidates concluded their exposé with a short story to illustrate their 
realizations and demonstrate their leadership. This criterion had not been 
defined on the judges‟ marking sheet. 

 One candidate asked why there had been no voting after the first span of 
presentation: the Chair answered that all the presentations that morning 
belonged to the same category: Economic Development. 
 
 
Positive Feedback 
Some positive aspects need to be enlightened, namely: 
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 The respect of the timing 
 The commitment (even devotion) and concern of participants for the fight 

against Gender Based Violence. The participants did not limit themselves to 
the questions but proposed some improvements to the good practices 
presented. Thus, the proposition to support the perpetrator of violence as 
well in all the actions, and not only the victim. 

  Sharing of experience between the participants at the end of every session. 
  The last day led to exchanges of contacts details and addresses, to the 

sharing of cordial moments, demonstration of hidden talents (poems, songs 
against violence…)   

 The majority of the participants were women ; they showed strong will to act 
for change)   
 
Areas of Improvement:  The following points were areas pointed out for 
improvement: 

 General organization: lack of chairs for the jury on the first day   
 Marking Cards: for leadership category, a part of the criteria not mentioned 

(50 pts)  decision of the jury: to add 30 supplementary points  
 .Manipulation of Power Point: most of the participants did not master this 

software, manipulation by a third, thus the problem of synchronization 
between the slide and the oral presentation.   

 Change of category: The participants registered in the Institution category 
and moved to the Prevention category. (Case of Felambony Prisca and 
Ralahajanahary Leonardo): So Felambony Prisca tried to adapt her 
presentation to the template of the prevention category, Ralahajanahary kept 
the template of the Institution category. It made the marking of the judges 
relatively difficult.   

 Process of the questions-answers: The time seemed insufficient; the 
interventions were not always balanced, too long speech for some 
participants. 

 


